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Seniors Begin Collection Drive For Class Project; $8/000 is Goal
Proposed Reception Rooms

Nurses From Anderson And Greenville,
College Girls Will Join In Festivities
Friday, April 29, is Senior Day at Clemson College. It
is the day on which seniors are to forget about cares of the
past four years and concentrate on having a good time.
Every effort has been made by college officials and senior
class officers to see that they do.
The idea is not a new one at*
Clemson. The college has always
had a "senior day" of sorts, one
that was unofficial and unorganized. So, this year's affair is some
sort of a "first," and, it is hoped,
a gala day of senior revelry that
Will establish a precedent for coming senior classes.
Norman Wagner, chairman of
First, seniors are,not required
the Southeastern Province of
to meet classes all day Friday. For
Newman Clubs, announced today
the afternoon, games of various
that the annual convention for
sorts are planned. At about 4:00
p. m., the seniors will be joined southeastern province will be
in these games by nurses from the held at Clemson College April 29
Anderson and Greenville hospi- through May 1, 1949. Clubs from
tals, and by girls from Anderson South Carolina, Georgia, and
College and Furman University.
Florida will be in attendance.
The girls will be dates for the
On the agenda is 'planned a supseniors at a barbecue supper
which will be served at 6:00 p. per and dance Friday night. Satm., in Memorial Stadium, and for urday morning an Open Mass will
a square dance which will begin be held, followed by a Communion
at 7:30 in the Big Gymnasium.
Breakfast and convention forum
A real hillbilly band has been
signed to furnish the music, and led by Father J. L. McLaughlin,
an expert caller will be on hand Pastor, Stella Maria Church of
to put the dancers through their Charleston.
■paces. No definite closing time
Following a lawn party Saturhas been set for the dance, so it
day
afternoon, the main business
is assumed that it will last until
the final, bleary-eyed couple goes meeting will be held, and Club
problems will be discussed and
home.
Those eligible to attend and to new province officers elected.
take part. in the. festivities are
Main speaker for the Convenseniors graduating in June 1949, tion Banquet, to be held at 7:30
in August 1949, or in February
1950, who have signed with Bill on Saturday night, will be the
Moore in Room 1-119. About 450 Rev. Dr. Vincent Holden, C. S. S.,
have made known that they will Ph. D., of the Catholic Informaattend, some 300 saying that they tion Center, New York City.
will have their own dates and
The Solemn Pontifical Mass will
approximately 150 others wanting
blind dates from among the girls be said on Sunday morning by
being brought from Greenville the Rt. Rev. Emmet M. Walsh, D.
D., Bishop of the Charleston
and Anderson.
If the seniors like this type of Diocese.
Senior Day, it is expected that
it will be mode a regular feature
of the college year.
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Newman Convention
Will Be At Clemson
April 20 To May 1 .

Dairy Seniors Tour
Other College Farms
Eleven dairy seniors recently
completed an inspection trip
which included visits to the tJ. S.
D. A.'s Bureau of Dairy Industry
laboratory at Beltsville, Md.; the
University of Maryland's dairy
department and farm at College
Park, Mr.; and some of the largest
commercial milk processing plants
at Richmond, Va.
While at the Bureau of Dairy
Industry's laboratory at Beltsville,
the future dairymen witnessed
the classification of the entire
Holstein herd there by three outstanding judges.
The eleven touring seniors were
accompanied by Prof. J. P. LaMaster, head of the Clemson Dairy
Department, on the trip which is
sponsored annually for seniors
majoring in dairying. The group
left Clemson on April 23 and returned four days later, on April
27.
Those seniors making the trip
were Ernest L. Corley, Albert T.
Gilpin, Jack C. Hart, Graham E.
Hawkins, Jr., Ernest W. Lee, Sam
E. McGregor, William McKay,
Thomas H. Rainsford, Carroll S.
Rowell, Charles K. Watson, and
Henry H. Whittaker.

Parker Young Heads
Alpha Zeta Chapter
Parker Young, agricultural engineering junior of Dalzell, was
elected chancellor of the Clemson
chapter of Alpha Zeta, national
honorary agricultural fraternity,
at the regular meeting this week.
Other officers elected at the
meeting are W. B. S. Boykin,
agronomy junior of Boykin, censor; A. F. Busby, dairy junior of
Anderson, scribe; R. S. McCants,
animal' husbandry junior of
Orangeburg, treasurer; and Earle
Chamness, agricultural engineering junior of Bennettsville, chronicler.

AH Club Slates
Judging Contest

Clemson's Animal Husbandry
Club will sponsor a livestock
judging contest here May 12.
The contest is open to all agricultural students who have taken
j animal husbandry 103, or who are
j taking it now.
Students who
have had any advance courses ir
animal husbandry are not eligible.
; All agricultural majors who are
interested should report to the.
Dairy Building at 7 p. m. Monday, May 2.
First prize will be a ten-inch
trophy of a steer. Second prize
will be a nine-inch loving cup
Third prize will be a wallet.
: Fourth prize will be five passes to
the local movie, and fifth prize
will also be five passes to the
movie.
The prizes will be awarded at
the Animal Husbandry social on
May 17.

Tingley Elected
Counselor Of AIEE
The local branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers held their first meeting since
the Easter holidays on this past
Tuesday night.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and new business
was brought before the members.
A letter was read in which the
national organization of the A. I.
E. E. instructed the local branch
to select a Counselor for the new
year. An election was held and
Prof. F. T. Tinsley was re-elected
to serve in this office which he
has ably served in the past.
After the business was finished,
the guest speaker, Prof. L. C.
Adams was introduced. Prof
Adams gave a talk on "Voltage
Regulators."
Refreshments were served and
the meeting ended.
The next meeting will take
place on the second Tuesday in
May. Neil Montone, program
chairman, is already working on
the next program.

Sfipstick Elects
Jackson As Editor

Each June 1949 Graduate Will Be Asked ,
To Donate $5 For Guest Reception Room

The staff of the Slip Stick, official student publication for the
school of engineers, elected officers for the coming year recently.
J. M. Jackson, mechanical engineering junior, was elected editor; L..B. Lefevre, mechanical engineering junior, as managing editor; E. F. Sapp, industrial physics
junior; and C. H. Beatty, electrical engineering junior, as feature
editors; H. W. Reid, mechanical
engineering junior, as advertising
manager; and H. E. McLeod, mechanical engineering sophomore,
as assistant advertising manager.
Also, A. H. Peters, chemical engineering junior, as business manager; G. B. Jacks, mechanical engineering junior, as circulation
manager; E. E. Timmerman, electrical engineering junior, as assistant circulation manager; and
W. E. McRea, electrical engineering junior, as 'photographer.
The officers were installed at a
banquet recently.

A campaign begins tomorrow, coincident with. Clemson's first annual planned Senior Day, to raise funds for the
class project to be donated to Clemson by the Classes of '48
and '49. Working toward a goal of eight thousand dollars,
Hie finance committee, headed by senior Joe Clancey, has
set a minimum contribution of five dollars for every senior
graduating in June.

The project is construction of r + guest room in the basement of the
main building and work will be
begun as soon as half of the total
amount needed for the project is
subscribed. Bill Moore, member
of the present Senior Council,
states that it is hoped that enough
of the fund will be raised so that
excavation mav be begun in the
J. C. Hammond, junior of Aiken,
early part pf the summer.
Complete working drawings for was elected president of Alpha
the proposed project have already Tau Alpha, national honorary
been finished. The original de- vocational education fraternity, at
sign was worked out by Sam Put- a meeting on Thursday,, April 21.
Other officers elected at 'the
man, architectural senior and stumeeting arc T. E. Johnston, junior
dent instructor.
The project will be locator! in of Moncks Corner, first vice presithe basement of the Main Building dent; R. T. Moore, junior of Piedapproximately in the area under mont, second vice president; R. S.
Room 19 and the Treasurer's Of- Jackson, junior of Manning, secfice. Considerable excavating will retary; W. A. Gamble of Charlesbe carried out and a separate en- ton, treasurer; and O- R- Cothran,
trance to the Guest Room will be Jr., ol Pickens, reporter.
Plans were made at the tne.etbuilt on £Hi
de of the buildEoi a steak supper 1>
h< Id
iug. The, prop is« d project ' ii!
include reception rooms, toilet fa- in Walhalla on May .'!.
cilities, and complete furnishings
John Paul Lucas, Jr., head of for the rooms. After completion,
the Public Relations Department the Guest Room will be maintainof the Duke Power Company, will ed by the college.
be the principal speaker at ClemPresent inadequate reception
son's Junior-Senior Banquet, facilities 'prompted the two classes
which will be held Friday, May to decide to make the construction
6, in the College Mess Hall. He of a better one their class project.
The officers and leaders of the
is well known on the Clemson It is traditional for a graduating
campus, having served on the class to donate some material im- Clemson BSU will be featured
at the annual BSU Meeting and
English faculty here.
provement to the school.
Mr. Lucas was formerly a newsFor the collection campaign, a Banquet at the Clemson Baptist,,
paper man in his home town of plan has been worked out by the Church on May 7. alone with
Charlotte, N. C, and has done finance committee whereby every other members of the BSU. The
special work for several North senior will be contacted between theme of the banquet will be "Put
and South Carolina papers. He now and graduation. The plan is on the Whole Armour of God"
holds degrees from Duke Uni- given on another part of this page. with medieval knight heraldrv as
versity, North Carolina State Col- Members of the Senior Council' the key to decorations. Bob Denny,
lege, and Princeton University, and the planning committee urge humorous Baptist student worker
and has taught in the Psychology all seniors to get their contribu- from Nashville,. Tennessee, will
;
Department at N. C. State.
tions in as soon as possible.
be the speaker for the occasion.
He is the author of a number of
According to Clancy, work on Denny is an associate the departnewspaper, trade, and feature ar- the project will be begun as soon ment of student work of the
ticles, and of a novel, "The King as four thousand dollars is con- Southern Baptist Convention.
of Scuffletown," which deals with tributed. Some money has al- Charles N. Still, retiring BSU
the Croatan Indians in Eastern ready been put into the fund by president, will be master of cereCarolina.
j the class of '48. This means that monies at the banquet. ArrangeMr. Lucas has been active in the present Senior Class could ments have been under the suthe civic and church life of Char- ; witness the beginning of their pro- pervision of Pat Hance and Mrs.
lotte as president of the Charlotte \ ject before they leave school if W. E. Tarrant.
1
Rotary Club, president of the As- they make every effort to see that
Students and their dates attendsociation of Charlotte Civic Clubs, j the collection process is successful. ing the banquet will include all
District Lay Leader of the Methothe officers and leader's of the
dist Church, and a member of Mr. Metz Leaves For Baptist student program in the
several other boards and organilocal church. Attendance is upon
invitation with reservations costzations.
Registrars' Meeting
ing one dollar per person. InviMr. G. E. Metz, registrar, has tations are being send out by
left for the thirty-fifth conven- Charlie Still and reservations
Politics Will Be Hot
tion of the American Association must be made with J. P. Carwile.
And Heavy Come May of Collegiate Registrars in Co- Installation of the new officers
lumbus, Ohio. The meeting will of the BSU will be on Sunday,
Nominations and elections for last from April 25 till 28.
May 8, with Mr. Denny giving the
senior council, sophomore and
Mr. Metz is completing a three- charge to the BSU. Special guests
junior classes will be held next year term as secretary of the as- for the weekend will be a delegamonth.
sociation.
tion from Converse College.
Nominations for senior council
will be May 12, and-the elections
COOPER, PADEN RETURN
NOTICE
will be held May 17.
Sophomore and junior classes
Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
Any student planning to attend
nominations will be May 19, and
the elections will be conducted School of Agriculture, and Dr. W. summer school who would be inR. Paden attended a subcommittee terested in playing softball on a
May 24.
Senior council elections will be meeting of the Southern Regional Clemson team in the Anderson
supervised by the old senior class Soils Research Pro ject,at the Ans- Industrial League is asked to contact Prof. J. E. Turtle in his class
officers, and the sophomore and
ley
Hotel
in
Atlanta,
Ga.,
last
in the Physics Building, or by
junior classes elections will be
calling telephone number 3152.
managed by the retiring officers. week.

FOR SENIORS ONLY

John Paul Lucas Will Be Principal
Speaker At Junior-Senior Feast

By Joe Clancy
Chairman, Finance Committee
The senior class is banding together to give our school
one of the finest gifts that has ever been presented by a
graduating class at Clemson. To accomplish this work, it
is absolutely necessary that all of the senior class work together for the good of their class and for the future of their
Alma Mater.
It is easily understood that the task of collecting five
dollars, the amount that has been set as each senior's contribution, from every man will be a stupendous job which
cannot be accomplished unless the entire senior class gets
in the swing of things and works hard for the achievement
of our goal.
To facilitate the collection of so many "fives," the finance committee has set up area chairmen for the prefabs
and barracks chairmen for the barracks. All seniors should
check the Collection plan given below and, at their earliest
convenience, drop by their chairman's room of prefeb and
leave their contribution. Every contributor will receive a
receipt and this will be the evidence, that proves they are
behind their school 100% and are interested in the future
welfare of the Clemson student body.
Of course, as always, there will be those who will say
they owe the school nothing, but if you seniors will only
ook around at some other colleges, you will see that at
Clemson, we have one of the finest schools in the South.
Here, knowledge has been attained by;all of us through four
long years.. Naturally, we all have «ur gripes about one
thing or another, but if we didn't halve something to gripe
about, life wouldn't be interesting. All of you loyal seniors
knowing slackers who are of the opinion that they have no
moral obligation, get behind them and give them a boost in
the direction of their individual collector.
Barracks Collection Plan
Barracks 1 __=
Bill Moore—Boom 1-137
Barracks 3 _j
Jimmy Littlejohn—Boom 3-601
Barracks 4 _•_
Cal Shadwell—Boom 4-302
Barracks 5 •Jim Cormor—Boom 5-327
Barracks 6
Dick Lieby—Boom 6-205
E&rracks 7 1
E. M. Vaughn—Boom 7-206
Barracks 8 ...~
L. H. Powell—Boom 8-233
Jerome Wilson—Boom 8-124
Jack Province—Boom 8-322
G. E. Uldrick—Boom 8-215
Barn
Bill Armstrong—E.oom 1020
Clint Dyer—Room 1045
Prefab Collection Plan
Area 1—Chairman—Tom Dunaway—No. 251, includes
prefabs 231, 233, 246, 247, 248, 249, 262, 266, and 268.
Area 2—Chairman—Doug Seaborn—No. 267, includes
prefabs 275, 276, 281, 284, 208, 216, 210, and 221.
Area 3—Chairman—Tom Bates—No. 342, includes1 prefabs 305, 307, 312, 311, 343, 340, 346, and 336.
Area 4—Chairman—Charles Barrett—No. 291, includes prefabs 296 and 327.
Area 5—Chairman—Bbb Bioe—No. 93, includes prefabs 82, 83, 87, 96, and 97.
Area 6—Chairman—C. J. Haddon—No. 152, includes
prefabs 153, 154, 156, 158, and 167.
Area 7—Chairman—D. M. Jameson—No. 69, includes
prefabs 62, 63, and 70.
Seniors in prefabs 3, 20, 43, 46, 58, and 77 will be contacted by letter and will be asked to send their contributions
in by mail.
.

Bill Darby Elected
Canterbury President
At Spring Conference
"w. E. "Bill" Darby, arts and
sciences junior of Fort Motte, was
elected president of the South
Carolina Association of Canterbury Clubs at the spring conferences held last week-end at
Christ Episcopal Church in Greenville. Darby has been active in
Canterbury Club work since he
came to Clemson.
Others elected were David Doar
of The Citadel and Ann Doar of
Converse, vice president of the
lower and upper diocese respectively; Cornelia Shultz of Carolina, secretary; Flo Hester of Winthrop, treasurer; and Fred Sosnoski of Carolina, publicity director.
The Clemson Canterbury Club
is making plans to have the conference at Clemson next year.

S. C. Artist To Give
Showing At Clemson
The department of Architecture will sponsor an exhibition of
the etchings and aquatints of Miss
Elizabeth White of Sumter on
May 6 in the YMCA clubroom.
Miss White's paintings have been
exhibited in New York and Philadelphia, and at an invited showing at the Smithsonian Institute
in Washington. She has illustrated a number of contemporary
writings and is generally accepted as one of the better artists of
South Carolina.
All interested persons on the
campus are invited to attend the
showing. Miss White will offer
for sale a few of her works.

Clemson Prof Accepts
Job With NC Farms
J. C. Jones, Clemson '37, has
resigned as assistant in animal
pathology with the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station to accept a position as pathologist for Holly Mountain Poultry Farms at Wilkesboro, N. C.
After his resignation, which will
become effective April 30, he will
be in charge of controlling poultry
diseases in the farm's flock, which
% -eludes 40,000
lens. The
favm has a capacity for hatching
10OV00O baby chicks a week.
MALP.HRUS IN BIRMINGHAM
L. D. Malphdus, assistant agricultural economist, is in Birmingham attending a conference to
view progress made last year in
studying egg-marketing problems
and to consider next year's research program.

J. L Hammond Made
Head Of Alpha Tau
Alpha, VAE Frat

Baptist Students Will
Have Banquet May 7

Blue Key Taps Seven Initiates
Seven men were tapped this
week for membership in Blue
Key, national honorary leadership and service fraternity. They
are* H. M. Tobin, Howell Arthur,
P. R. Lunsford, Forest Suggs, Ar'thur Banks, Royall E. Norton, and
McNeil Howard.
The men were tapped in a surprise ceremony in the College
Mess Hall during the noon meal,
last Friday, April 22. They were
called to the speaker, where, they
were given their plaques. Then
they were led to a table reserved
for them and for old Blue Key
members.
For the first time, the initiates
will wear an actual replica of the
club's key during a week of informal initiation. The initiation
will end next Monday night, May
2, when the men will be formally
initiated into the organization. A

I banquet is planned to follow the
[ formal initiation.
H. M. Tobin, textile chemistry
junior of Charleston, has been
| named associate editor of the '50
I Taps. Elected secretary-treasur| er of the rising senior class -in' the
recent balloting, he is president
; of the Canterbury Club and a
i member of Tiger Brotherhood and
I of Alpha Chi Sigma.
i: Howell Arthur, arts and sciences
:
junior of Bristol, Tennessee, is
;
associate editor of ' The Tiger.
He is president of Gamma Alpha
Mu and a member of Tiger
Brotherhood.
Royal Norton, architecture jun1
ior of Florence, is a past business
!
manager of The Tiger. He is a
member of Alpha Phi Omega, of
Tiger Brotherhood, and of the
staff of the Minaret Bulletin.
P. R. Lunsford, textile manufacturing junior of Charlotte, is

president of the Clemson Little
Theater, a lieutenant colonel in
the cadet corps, and a member of
The Tiger, staff and of Tiger
Brotherhood.
Arthur Banks, electrical engineering junior of St. Matthews, is
president of Tiger Brotherhood.
He is president of the class of '50
for two years in succession.
Forest Suggs, textile engineering junior.of Anderson, is president of Alpha Phi Omega and
historian of the junior class. He
is a member of Tiger Brotherhood.
McNeil Howard, arts and
sciences junior of Americus, Ga.,
is editor of The Tiger and a member of the Sigma Tau Epsilon.
The new "worms" will be required to carry boxes and plaques all during the informal initiation period.
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Fresco Honoring World War II Dead Unveiled Here Last Friday
♦

Famous Journalist Speaks Here

Globe Trotter James R. Young
Speaks To Journalism Class

State S. (. A.
Camp Long Meeting
The South Carolina State Student Christian Association held
its annual Spring Training Conference at Camp Long, Aiken,
South Carolina, last week-end.
Theme of the conference was
"Christianity—A Reality.
Nearly every college in this
state was represented. Clemson
had the largest number of representatives with 36 students attending. They were: Carrol Allen, L. R. Andrews, Wayne Ballentine, Arthur Banks, David Burley, C. D. Buckles, Lewis Carson,
Buddy Craig. Bill Craven, Jimmy
Cushmari, Bill Cox, Harold DeLorme, Frank Flowers, J. J. Folks,
Clyde Fowler, Billy Gaillard,
Jack Gregg, and Billy Hay.
Also, C. M. Johnson, R. B. Johnson, D. B. Lewis, Lanier Livingston, Jack Lunn, Theo Monroe,
Lou Norton, G. H. Pittman, "Doc"
Roberts, Preston Shealy, Myron
Smithwick, Ab Snell, D. C. Sojourner, G. F. Stanley, Jimmy
Stovall, J. S. Ulmer, A. L. Ware,
and R. R. Williams.
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorf and Mr.
J. R. R., Cooper were also present.
The Fall Conference has been
tentatively set for the week-end
of October 14-16

Friday, April 22, was a big day*
for the architects.
First, at 4:30 p. m., there was
the unveiling of a memorial fresco painted and donated "In memory of those members of (the
architecture)
department who
gave their lives in World War II"
by R. L. St. Hubert, visiting professor of architecture, and Madame St. Hubert. The unveiling
and dedication by Professor R. E.
Lee, father of the department of
architecture, was followed by an
acceptance speech by Dean S. B.
Earle of the School of Engineering.
Honored on the fresco, their
names printed in bold, gold letters, were William Harris Crawford White, Eddie Leroy Keefe,
Aquilla James Dyess, Clayton
Lawrence Herrington, Wallace
Irving Glenn, Jesus Pastor Badia, Professor J. H. Gates, head of the architecture department,
Lethco Augustus Groce, Thomas stands before the memorial fresco dedicated last Friday with ProEdwards Davis, Jr., Frank Strat- fessor and Madame R. L. St. Hubert, creators of the fresco.
ford Barnes, G i 1 m a n Felch
Thompson, Jr., Thoaaas Edward
Goodson, Jr., Edward Rowell Holt,
John Walter Stalnaker, and Edwin Warren Moise, Jr.
■. After the dedication ceremonies,
Carroll G. Allen, agricultural* Program , for the Athletic Assowhich were held in the third-floor
auditorium of Riggs Hall, Profes- engineering junior of Latta, S. C, ciation, and for moving 'pictures
sor J. H. Gates, head of the de- was elected president of IPOAY of the football games.
partment of architecture, and Mrs. at the April 12 meeting of the
Gates entertained members of Regional Council. He and the
the department and guests at a other officers chosen at that time
reception at their home on Jersey will take office at the annual intramural champions' banquet and
Lane.
At 8:00 p, m., the banquet was serve until next spring.
Frank McClure, electrical enheld in the College Mess Hall.
Sam Putman of Greenville pro- gineering junior of Varnville, was
nounced, the invocation. After a elected vice president; William B.
baritone solo by Bob Thomas, ac- Patterson, architecture sophomore
companied by Betty Crapse, Pro- of Abbeville, -was elected secrefessor John Gates welcomed mem- tary; and Willard T. (Tuck) Anbers of the Minaret fraternity, drews, mechanical engineering
honorary society for architecture junior of Greenville, was elected
Specializing in
students, and guests. Newly- treasurer.
IPOAY (I Pay One A Year) is
elected Minaret officers were inHOT DOGS
stalled, and next year's staff of a student organization patterned
AND HAMBURGERS
The Minaret Bulletin, official stu- after the alumni group IPTAY (I
dent publication of the architec- Pay Ten A Year). The money obOpen 'Til 1:00 A. M.
ture department, was. recognized. tained is used for the intramural
Next came the introduction of
the speaker for the evening, Dave
-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
Watson, superintendent of the
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
buildings, who spoke on historic
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
houses of the Piedmont section.
-ADMIRAL RADIOS,
Watson told, among other things,
of the methods employed in transMORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE
fering Hanover House from its
[j
Seneca, S. C.
lower-South Carolina home to its
present location on the Clemson
campus.

■Mr; Tames R. Young, notec*
world traveler, newspaper corJudging Team Takes
respondent, and one of the few
newsmen to witness the Bikini Fifth Place At Meet
atom bomb trials, spoke in Prof.
Clemson's livestock judging
John Lane's class of English 300
team
took fifth place at the Southlast Monday afternoon. Young
eastern
collegiate judging contest I
was introduced by Jimmy Lever,
at
Knoxville,
Tenn., Friday, April
former Editor of the Tiger.
22.
Mr. Young is, for the time beThe students on the team were
ing, associated with the Ander- R. S. McCants, animal husbandry
son Daily Mail. He will design senior of Orangeburg; T. A. Warand edit the paper's fiftieth an- ren, animal husbandry senior of
niversary edition which will be Prosperity; F. L. Cox, animal husbandry senior of Jefferson, Ga.;
published soon.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. AprilC. K. McRae, animal husbandry
In his talk, Young brought in a junior of Gresham; and R. E. All available reserve seat tickets
number of his experiences as a Warner, animal husbandry junior to the 1950 Gator Bowl football
game go on sale here this morning
war correspondent for King Fea- of Florence.
tures Syndicate. The main part
The alternates were J. C. Blox- (Friday, April 22) at Donaldson's,
of the informal lecture, however, ham, pre-veterinarian sophomore; 216 West Adams Street.
These include all unsold'tickets
was devoted to an offer he made and I. J. Adams, animal husbanin
the west, east and south stands,
to members of the class who dry junior of Kershaw.
The seven students were special eneral admission and student
would be interested in writing
various feature articles for the guests at an animal husbandry tickets, located in the north stand
anniversary edition of the An- bar-be-que held last Monday will not be placed on sale until
later in the year.
derson paper, j Approximately night.
Several thousand seats in the
Mr. B. R. Tillman, son of "Pitch
twenty members of the class will
west
stand have already been diswrite assigned stories for the Fork" Tillman was a guest speakposed of through membership
er at the bar-be-que.
paper.
sales. Gator Bowl officials have
also set aside 7,000 seats in the
east stand for the two teams
selected to play in the game here
January 1.
Reserved seats in the east and
west stands are priced at $6 each,
those in the south stand at $3.50
By BILLY HAY
each. A few box seats in the west
and east stands remain unsold and
Mention .Camp Long to any
cost $7.25 each.
one who has been there and youT
A number of seats in the memstir *Hp' many exciting memories
bershin section between the 30No student ever goes to this camp
vrird l;ncs in the west stand, are
without having many entertainR. A. McGinty, vice director of
still rvailablc at Gator Bowl the Clemson College Agricultural
ing and exciting experiences.
Headquarters,
311
West
Duval
Credit for this wholesome instiExperiment Station, will attend a
Clemson's Board of Visitors Street. A membership, priced at meeting of the Experiment Station
tution, located near Aiken, goes
to Mr. and Mrs. Monson Morrn vill arrive on the campus. Wed- $15, includes two reserved seat Committee on Organization and
and to Dr. W. W. Long. The camp lesday, May 4, for a three-day tickets. A member has the option Policy in Washington, D. C, May
of perpetuating his seats by rewas named for Dr. Long because
3-5.
newing each year.
of his leadership in its founding. tour.
The committee consists of repOn Wednesday afternoon, their
All reserved seat ticket orders resentatives of 'experiment staThere are numerous other people
who gave money that financed tour will start at the Field House should be mailed to Donaldson's. tions all over the' country. The
the camp in its early stages. '
md Satdium and will include the Order for membership should* be meeting has been called in conCamp Long is directed by Mr. water plant; D. W. Watkins' of- mailed direct to Gator Bowl Head- nection with agricultural research
quarters. Checks and money orO. Romaine Smith and owned by
in the United States.
Clemson College. It is under the fice, extension division; Dean H. ders should be made payable to
direction of the Clemson Exten- P. Cooper's office, agricultural the Gator Bowl Association, Inc.
Veterans who have gone into
sion Service. The school support teaching and research; Dean W.
business with the help of GI
makes possible low camping fees H. Washington's office, school of
guaranteed loans include a Richthat allow the attendance of boys vocational education; and the
mond, Va., former serviceman
arid girls who would otherwise
who manufactures window disPresident's
office,
administration.
be unable to go to any "camp.
plays; a veteran from Madison,
Thursday morning, they will
The life and spirit of Camp
Wis., who converted a truck into
Long today comes\from Mr. Smith. start with Dr. F. M. Kinard's ofa bookkeeping office on wheels;
Henry M. Simons, assistant ag- and a former army officer from
He is ably suited for this job of fice, dean of school of arts and
youth leadership, having an en- sciences; next, the Board will ricultural editor, has accepted an Dallas, Texas, who now manuinvitation to be a judge at the
thusiastic interest in young folks.
visit Dean S. B. Earle, school of Thomasville, Ga., rose show to be ufactures baby toys.
Although primarily for #4-H
Clubs, Camp Long is also used engineering and shop building. At held Friday, April 29.
Thomasville, which is called
bi-annually by the South Carolina twelve o'clock, they will visit the
"Georgia's City of Roses," claims
State Christian Association. This mess hall.
group, made up of representatives
The student leaders will act as to have 75,000' rosebushes. Last
year's festival attracted 27,000
from nearly all colleges in the
state, has just had its Spring Re- hosts to the visitors at dinner in visitors to the town.
the mess hall.
treat there. Everyone who went
After dinner, they v/ill visit
returned to college with tales of
the swell food and good times. Dean H..M. Brown, school of texThe students received deep spirit- tiles. From three till five-thirty,
ual inspiration from the talks and they will inspect the YMCA, Dairy
Barn, Hog Barn, Orchards, and
discussion grpup.
Camp Long is used periodically Poultry Plant.
At six, the cadet coios will
by several Boy Scout Troops.
These scouts find the location an pass in review.
On Friday they will visit the
ideal place to work on Merit
Badges' and other scouting activi- office of Dean H. L. Hunter,
school of chemistry and geology;' Dependable Watch Repairing
ties.
STEAKS, SANDWICHES
Anyone who has ever been Mr. B. D. Cloaninger, fertilizer
WAFFLES AND
inspection
and
analysis;
the
hosj
there is always eager to go again
Thomas N. Vaughn
COMPLETE MEALS
and doesn't need much prodding pital and college library.
Clemson, S. C.
to tell of what a fine place it is.
The last feature will be a baseMain Street — Anderson
This is as sincere a tribute as any ball game between Clemson and
to the momiment to youth which University of South Carolina.
is Camp Long.
The Board of Visitors are H. S.
Sims, Sr., (hold-over member),
JUNIOR-SENIOR—BIGGEST EVENT OF YEAR
TO ATTEND TENNESSEE MEET attorney and publisher, of OrangeTuxedo Shirts, Stud Sets, Maroon and Black Ties,
burg; R. D. Anderson', state suR. A. McGintry, vice director of pervisor of agricultural education,
Dinner Jackets, Silk Hose, and Tuxedos.
the Clemson College Agricultural of Columbia; Dr. W. M. Bennett,
Experiment Station, will attend a physician, of Waterboro; W. B.
GET SET AT HOKE SLOAN'S
meeting of home economics re- Camp, argiculturist, of Bakerssearch workers at Gatlinburg, field, California; A. E. Creamer,
Tennessee, May 6 and 7. The con- Sears-Roebuck and Company, of
ference has been called for the Florence! and A. M. Fileld, engipurpose of planning and coordi- neer) of Charleston.
Richardson Tailoring
nating home economics research.
Also, C. P. Guess, Jr., agriculCompany
A Texas veteran who recently turalist, of Denmark; D. H. Johncompleted a photography course son, banker, of Greenwood; G.
We Cut, Trim, and M?ke
under the GI bill bought a 33 W. Johnson, manufacturer, of McFrom Your Materia) at
foot long bus, refittedx the inte- Coll; H. C. Lane, banker of
rior and opened a photography Charleston; Sam Latimer, editor
Most Reasonable Prices
studio on wheels. His mobile and publisher, of Columbia; R.
studio is complete with waiting Pender, agriculturist, of Willis112 West Eavle Street
room, studio, makeup cubicle ton; and W. B. Wilkerson, Jr.,
Anderson,' s. C.
and dark room.
agriculturalist, of York.

Gator Bowl Ducats
Now Can Be Bought

Visitor To Camp Long Summer Retreat
Finds it A Delightful Vacation Spot

Board Of Visitors
Will Arrive Here
For Campus Tour

[, G. Alien Is President Oi IPOAY
For Next Year; Others Are Named

McGinty Will Attend
Washington Meeting

Simons Will Judge
Georgia Roses Show

Hind Awarded
Year Fellowship

Textile Chemists
sponsor seture

A. T. Hind, Jr., professor of
mathematics, has been awarded a
fellowship by the General Education Board, a national organization.
He will go on leave from Clemsen September 15 of this year for
a year's study of applied mathematics at the University of Michigan. He will use the year's work
to obtain a doctor's degree.
Professor Hind received his
bachelor's and master's degrees at
Emory University.

Mr. Feaster Tribble, Clemson
grad in the class of '36, will give
a demonstration in the Textile
Auditorium on Wednesday, May
4 at 7:00 p. m. Tribble will give
a talk on the application of pigment colors as applied to textiles.
Mr. Tribble, who is a technical
representative of the Aridye Corporation, will cover the preparation of binding emulsions and illustrate his talk with a movie.
The exhibition is sponsored by
the Clemson Chapter of the American Association of Textile ChemUTAH AG ECONOMIST
ists and Colorists.
VISITS CAMPUS
All textile chemistry majors
,.
, i and other interested
campus
agricultural
,, , ,
*\, *,perW.
Thomas
sons are invited to attends the lececonomist in the Utah Agricul- ture.
tural College at Logan, who is
visiting a number of land-grant
colleges and other institutions to ,
Peoples Furniture
find out how they are handling
Company
marketing problems and how students are given opportunities to
GOOD VALUES ALWAYS
study marketing problems, was on
327-329 Main St.—Phone 460
the Clemson campus last Monday,
SENECA, S. C.
April 25.

Clemson Students Always Welcome

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

Students at Clemson

m

LOOK SHARP
WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.
■

DUPONT
For Students of Science and

Chemists in
Pictures!
r

.

How Du Pont and studio scientists solved the problem
of noisy film

i

Who'd ever expect to find Du Pont
chemists in Hollywood? When motion pictures suddenly started to talk,
a whole new series of perplexing scientific problems was born, not the
least of which was "noisy" film.
As you know, sound is usually re' corded directly on film. If you hold
a strip of motion picture film to the
, light, the sound track is seen as a
narrow band of irregular lines. A
fight ray/passing through the moving sound track falls on a photocell
with rapid interruptions or changes
in intensity. The photocell converts
these interruptions into electrical impulses which, amplified, -reach the
theater audience as voice and music.
( If the film has a coarse grain structure, it tends to give lines that are
not sharp and uniform in density.
Such irregularities interrupt the fight
ray—come out as distracting noise.
i What could be done about it?
Du Pont scientists of the Photo Products Department started a program
, of research, in cooperation with tech-

r

ntrineertna

nical experts from the studios in
Hollywood. They made and tested
scores of film coatings. Finally there
were developed films of exceedingly
fine grain structures.
M-G-M and Paramount were
among the first to use the new type
Du Pont films. The development was
heralded by the press as "another
milestone in the technical progress
of the industry,"and in 1943 Du Pont

Voice and music appear as a continuous band
of irregular lines on this movie sound track.
Any irregularity means -.noise.

received an Academy Award of Merit
for its achievement. Now the use of
fine grain films is practically universal in Hollywood. Actors, actresses
speak their lines, with no technical
restrictions to cramp their artistry.
You may have a place
in Du Pont research
Had you been a member of a Du Pont
Photo Products research team since
1931, you might have shared in many

Don't miss reading this new
booklet about Du Pont
Send for your copy of
"The Du Pont Company
and the College Graduate." This fully illustrated, 40-page booklet answers your questions, describes many fields which
may be new to you. Tells
about opportunities in
research, production,
sales, etc. Explains how
recognition of ability is assured. For
free copy, address: 2518 Nemours Bldg.,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.

W. L. Foy, Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry,
Clark University, 1947, and A. C. Lapsley,
Ph.D. in Physics, Virginia, 1947, discussing
details of Color Densitometer Wiring Diagram
used in connection with research on color
photography.
j

outstanding achievements, two of
which have been recognized by
"Oscars."

In coarse grain films, the particles of silver are
large and scattered. Compare with Du Pont
fine grain film, right. {Magnified 1000 times.)

The Photo Products Department;
however, is just one of ten Du Pont
manufacturing departments, all of
which engage in continuous research:
Operated much like separate companies, each holds challenging opportunities for young, college-trained
chemists, engineers and physicists:
Du Pont not only tries to select
young men and women of promise,'
but makes a conscientious effort to
help each one develop as rapidly as
possible. Whatever your interests,
you will find here the cooperation
and friendly interest you need to do
your best. As a member of a small;
congenial working team, your ability
can be seen, recognized and rewarded. (

REG. U.S. PAT. Off.

BETTER THINGS
Achievements of Du Pont scientists over the
years have won two "Oscars" from Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

FOR BETTER LIVING

i i i THROUGH CHBMISTRY

More facts about Du Pont—Listen to "Cavalcade

WRITE TODAY ifor "The Du Pont Company and the College Graduate

of America" Monday Nigbts, NBC Coast to Coast
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Local Draft Board Lists Vacation
Requirements For Registrants
Asserting that officials
in» —
Washington are expecting the sure to give the place he considsummer vacation season to see a ers his home—as well as his temrecord-breaking number of stu- jporary address—to the local board
dent-tourists off for Europe, Dr. registering him so that his card
W. C. Marett, chairman of Se- j may be forwarded to the aplective Service Local Board No. I propriate local board."
37 for Oconee county, said today j While he did not ascribe to any
that the Selective Service law is widespread intent to violate the
specific in requirements that all iaWi Dr. Marett declared that the
registrants keep their local boards halt in inductions had caused
informed as to their whereabouts misunderstanding in the minds of
—after they become twenty-six ■ some registrants as to certain leas well as before,
j gal obligations. He emphasized
"Departure from the country that the obligation of the re'gisdoes not relieve them of these ob- .trants to keep local boards inligations," said Dr. Marett, "even formed as to their whereabouts
though Selective Service is in- : does not cease when they become
ducting no men at present."
| twenty-six.
In order to comply with the j "Selective Service registrants
law and leave with a free mind,' are required by law to keep their
Dr. Marett said, student-tourists (local boards informed when the.y
before departing should report change their address after they
the following information to their become twenty-six years of age,
local boards:
! as well as before," said Dr. Ma-I
1. Date of departure
.rett. "Men cannot be inductee
2. Approximate itinerary
without their consent after they
3. Date of expected return.
reach twenty-six under the SeThis may be done by mail, Dr. lective Service Act of 1948, but
Marett said. There is no printed j that does not mean they are reform,
ilieved from obligation to keep
, Within five days of return the their local boards informed as to
registrant should report to the j a new address, where they may
local board (by mail if more con- . be reached by mail, in other
venient), giving his old address words." Chairman Marett stated
(where he may be reached by I that the office of Local Board 37
mail) or—in case it has been|is located in the Verner Buildchanged—his new address.
[ ing, Walhalla, and added that the
If. he becomes eighteen years j office hours of the board are from
of age during the tour, the law j 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m., Monday
requires that he register at a j through Friday.
convenient local board office
.
within five days of the date of
his return to this country.
"It is not necessary that he return to his home to do this," Dr.
Marett pointed out. "He may
S. P. Young, agricultural enregister at the local board office
most convenient, but he must be j Steering junior of Dalzell, was
J elected president of the South
__^^_______
I Carolina Student Branch of the
American Society of Agricultural
Engineers at a meeting Tuesday
April 26.
Bruce and Doster night,
Other , officers elected at the
meeting are P. L. Benfield, junior
Drug Co."
of York, vice president; C. H.
Thomas, junior of Holly Hill, secretary-treasurer; L. G. Jeffords,
THE REXALL STORE
junior of Timmonsville, reporter;
and W. N. McAdams of the faculty
of the agricultural engineering
116 S. Main St.
department, faculty advisor.
After the business meeting,
Phone 2-8215 - Greenville
moving pictures of the ClemsonUniversity of Missouri Gator
Bowl football game were shown.

Young Elects
President Of A.S.A.E,

WE SELL THE MATERIAL
Onvvxin TaBfcHtig Co. of Rome, Ga.
Does the Work.
See Us Fort
Your Clothing Needs

EXCELSIOR MILLS STORE
CLEMSON

Clemson Grad Now With Pan-Am Is
Named Representative To Orient

And Feel Younger
How to look young and feel
younger received a few significant
glances from science today.
It came about through research
supported by the National Dairy
Council and the' American^Dairy
Association, Chicago, on nutritional requirements of persons growing older.
It puts its finger on good nutrition as one of the most important factors in adding more zest
and vitality as well as years to
life, and recommended to the 50
million adults, 45\syears and older
in the United States, that they
regularly consume liberal amounts
of milk and its products. This is
essential, because, according to the
study, persons growing old need
proteins for body tissue building
as much,, as younger persons.
Science also spoke wisely for
the calcium needs of persons
growing older. It said milk and
its products are the only foods
that can supply enough calcium
in daily meals. A glass of milk at
each meal with frequent servings
of cheese and ice cream will do
the trick. An adequate calcium
diet shows up around the age of 50
and may lead to broken bones and
i ■ .-■niiiiar stooped shoulders.
The study showed up that persons in good health, despite age,
consumed more milk and its products, ate more fruit and vegetables, whole grain cereals and
eggs than those in poor health.
The study is being carried on
at Michigan State College under
the direction of Dr. Margaret
Ohlson, head of the Department
of Foods and Nutrition in the
School of Home Economics.

Housing Office Expects 83 Units
To Be Vacated By June Graduates

BEST-DRILLED CADETS

Approximately 83 tenants of*1
Appointment of Dallas B. Sherthe
Veterans Prefab Village are
man as Special Executive Reprecandidates for graduation in June, Banks Nomed iPrexy
sentative of the Orient for Pan the Clemson Housing Project OfSC Stude'ni Christians
American World Airways was an- fice announced today. These stu ■
J. Banks, eject deal ennounced today by Harold E. Gray, dents are allowed thirty days from c Arthur
'inccy;!" junior
S1 R tatthejws.
Pacific-Alaska Division Manager. the date of graduation in which I
Ke South
to vacate their units; therefore |
Sherman, formerly PAA System
Christian
reassignments cf the units will be Carolina St;
Operations Representatives based made between June 5th and Jui; Association
' irii 2r;
during a YMC \
at Cam;
n Washington, D. G, will take 5th.
ivor the newly create! post.of
Although it has not yet been Lo^"* near Aikc
Other officers elected are Bit"
Special Representative, Orient determined how many senior:; wil Cooper of The Citadel, v ice presremain
as
graduate
students
■■
as
ometime in early May. He' will
members of the colleg<
I
e h;s headquarters in Tokyo and staff, the Hdusin ' ' .■Cfi :
treasui
"The focusing of Pan American pects to take care of those stuAirways representation for the dents who filed applications f<
Veterans planning to*
Orient in Tokyo is in, line with housing prior to February 1, 1!MP>.
the company's policy of develop- Thereafter, it will depend :>'. 11 c interrupted GI bill education and
training at a difl
ing PAA's position in Jaoan to number of undergraduate < ■. ■
io Id ;
cooperate with SCAP's plan for transferring or dropping >ut of in a different cou
the country's economic rehabili school and the number of students ply for, and -Ihen await receipt
tation," Gray said.
"I believe canceling their E/pplicatio a for of. a supplement."! certificate of
eligibility before going to class,
Japan will shortly regain its pre housing.
the Veterans Administration adwar -status when the preponde
Cards will soon be sent to those vises.
:ence of trade in the Pacific was
carried on between the United applicants who are likely to be
assigned units during the reas- approximately 30-35 tenants have
States and Japan."
signment
period and should be graduated each semester and apSherman will be a liaison officer between the Orient—repre- returned to the Housing Office j proximately 50 nam.es have been
senting Tokyo, Shanghai, Hong immediately upon receipt. Appli- j deleted from the student waiting
Kong, Bangkok and Calcutta—and cations of those students failing! list through assignment 'of a unit
San Francisco, PAA'S Pacific to return their cards will be can- j or- cancelation.
headquarters. He will be charged celed.
This is the largest turn-over;
with the responsibility of establishing a more direct link between ever experienced in the Village WHEN IN GREENVILLE
the bases along the company's which now consists of 348 prefab
Visit
routes in the Orient and the U. S. units and 14 barracks apartments.
The first prefabs were constructed
west coast.
The new Special Representa- on the campus during the winter
tive brings to his job a back- of 1945-46 and were occupied by
109 College Street
ground of sixteen years of military veterans returning to Clemson in
and civil aviation experience. He February, 1945. " Since that time,
began his career in aviation with
i
the United States Army Air Corps
and took flight training at Kelly
Field, Texas, graduating in 1933.
A Complete General Merchandise Storf
After three years of active service,
he accepted a position with a
YOUR NORGE DEALER large oil company in Texas, i
In October 1941; he resumed his
Seneca , S. C.
Phone 630
career in the aviation industry
and joined Pan American World
Airway as a check pilot, stationed
at Accra, Gold Coast, Africa. This
SULLIVAN
was then a major terminal for
SPORTING
PAA Clippers transporting war
equipment to beleaguered British
GOODS
forcesWhile in Africa, he was called
ANDERSON, S. C.
back"to active service with the
COMPANY
Army Air Forces and appointed
major in the Air Transport Com- \~
manc-fff After four years of active
duty in Africa, Europe and the
Middle East, he returned to inactive status with the rank of
Colonel and rejoined PAA at tho !
company's System headquarters fed
New York. Later he was trans-iW
ferrcd to Washington, D. C. He1
has retained his army reserve sta-wl
tus but was forced to relinquish ;
his command of the 502nd Composit Unit, Military Air Transport
Service in Washington in order '
tp take his present assignment.
Sherman, who was born in Raleigh, North Carolina, was gradu- '
ated in 1929 from Clemson Col- j
lege, South Carolina, with a B. S. i"
degree in architecture.
He isj*
married to the former Miss Opal •
Woodley- of Texas. Mrs. Sherman \!
will join her husband shortly after he takes over his new assignment.

Sam's Lunch

Chosen best-drilled members of their respective academic classes
in elimination tail's several weeks ago were, left to right, M. O.
Parsons, pre-rned junior of Hemingway; J. H. James, mechinacl
cnginecrin;
of Statesvilie, N. C; and L. H. Doar,
chemical en£
■eshnian of Fort Knox, Ky.

Reasonably Priced

Choice Foods
Courteous Service

STEAKS AND SANDWICHES TO ORDER
"Y" Building
Mr. AND MRS. R. L. MORRIS Operators

j. CLEMSON CAFETERIA AND BAKERY

NIMMONS& FIELD CO.

HOP
120 North Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

TUXEDOS FOR RENT
COAT — TROUSERS — SHIRTS — STUDS
CUFF LINKS — SUSPENDERS — TIE
This complete outfit will save you money. Come in
to see us and be prepared for Junior-Senior.

Clemson Baptists
8

Other Elgins priced from $29.75. All prices include
Federal Tax. look for the dp symbol on fhe dial.

The week of May 1-8 has been
set aside by the members of the
Clemson Baptist Church as a pej riod of emphasis on promoting
Christian homes. This week corresponds with National Family
Week. The program will bo
launched May 1 at the morning
worship hour. The families of
the congregation will be asked to
spend one night together at home
during the week. In cooperation
with a campaign of the Southern
Baptist Convention, the establishment of a family altar will be
stressed. It is hoped by the leaders of the Convention that one
hundred thousand new family altars will be established within
its territory during the spring
months.
On Monday afternoon, May 2,
the Woman's Missionary Union
■"'ill nresent a special program on
the Home. Mrs. E. R. Eller of
Pickens will be the guest speaker.
The week will be climaxed on j
May 8 which is Mother's Day. All
families of the community will be ;
urged to attend the Church School j
and Worship Service. The at- j
tendance goal for the Church j
School for this Sunday is three ,
hundred. A copy of Home Life, i
Southern Baptists monthly family
magazine will be presented to
each family by the Church School.
The pastor will preach an ap- .
propriate message on committing
our homes to Christ.
Students are asked to invite
their parents to the special
Mother's Day activities of the college and to attend the worship
with them in the college churches.
On Sunday evening at 6:30 there
will be a fellowship covered dish
supper for ' all families of the
church. Following the supper
there will be a moving picture
which is entitled "The Home." ,
The week is being sponsored
jointly by the Sunday School, the
Training Union and the Woman's
Missionary Union.

yoee%,l£V££. oeatrf
Luckies* fine tobacco picks you up when you're
low ... calms you down when you're tense—pits
you on the Lucky level! That's why it's so important
to remember that LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

—mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more independent tobacco experts —auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen—smoke Luckies regularly than the next two
leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckies today!

l.S./M&T—lttcfy Stu'ke Afeant fine 7&6acce
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw
COFIt.i THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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Faculty Voting On Honor Plan
The optional honor plan, lately the chief topic of discussion in student club meetings, is now being batted about
in faculty circles. The Council of Deans and Directors referred it to the faculties of the various schools, with a request that they discuss it and decide, by a vote, whether or
not they will support it.
The plan was not presented as an air-tight safeguard
against cheating. It is merely an experiment, an attempt
to give those who are interested in such the beginnings of an
By Howell Arthur
honor program.
So far, only two schools have reported a favorable acFOR THIS, I'LL BE SHOT
reason only: they did not feel equal to simtion on the plan. The School of Textiles met last Thursmering in their blouses, although they
day and voted to give it a try. The School of Chemistry apThere follows an open letter to whoproved long ago, and in some of their advanced courses the ever it was among the military hierarchy would have liked very much to hear the
plan has been given a practical trial. According to report, who decreed last night that cadets should music.
all involved were pleaserd with it.
wear blouses to the Philadelphia OrchesDon't Call the Guard; I'll Go Quietly
The Schools of Agriculture, Education, and Engineer- tra concert.
For this I shall be crucified, but I'll ask
ing have hot yet met, but plan to do so in. the near future.
Dear Sir:
anyhow.
Why must we wear blouses to
The Arts and Sciences faculty met Tuesday, discussed the
p
Last
night,
I
went
to
the
concert
in
the
plan at length, and took no action whatsoever.
church, especially on days on which nor1 Field House. I wore my blouse through mal people are forsaking all but the1'bare
[ the door, suspecting that I could gain en- essentials in clothing? I do not mean "to be
trance in no other way. Once inside, how- sacrilegious, and I do not believe that I am
ever, I doffed the garment, put medalions being sacrilegious.
It seems to me that
For those who have not heard about the plan, here
on my collar, and made myself comfort- the Lord who made us all cares little how
briefly is how it works:
able as I waited for a Tschaikovsky con- we are arrayed outwardly when wre enter
If £ (group of students in a class want that class to 'opcert and a number of demerits whose exact His house, \ provided we present suitable
erate under the plan, they may petition their professor to
magnitude is of little concern to me. The inward appearances. Ingrown and inherilet them do so. But no one is required to use the plan,
commodity was more than worth the price. ted prejudices place me on the side of
neither students nor professors. After he has been petiI feel that you would have reacted as I did neatness during church attendance, but in
tioned, and it is agreed that the plan will be used, the pro-were our positions reversed.
few Christian theological documents have
fessor will give each student in the class his choice of taking
Like a great many other cadets, I I been able to find evidence that mere phyquizzes under the plan or under the old system of monitorbought my blouse last year. I weighed sical discomfort, unaccompanied by any
ing. It will be assumed that if a student refuses to go under
approximately fifteen pounds less then religious fervor, is likely to evoke absoluthe plan, he does so because he cannot morally condone
than I d,o now. The blouse, which was too tion.
some facet of it, such as the turning jn of anyone caught
tight when I bought it, has not grown with
Perhaps your reason for making us wear
cheating. Those taking the plan will be separated from the
me. Sometimes, indeed, I believe the op- blouses off campus is a belief that the
others for the quiz, but neither group will be discriminated
posite to -be the case. My parents, who blouse is the best-looking part of the caagainst.
are sending me to college, would wince if det uniform. Have you ever walked for
For the students subscribing to the plan, the following
I asked them to finance a new blouse for any distance behind' a plump, hyperpysystem will be used: If a student sees some other student
me every three or four months, and I gaeous upperclassman who was wearing
cheating, he will begin to tap loudly on the floor with his
should be forced to side with them.
one of the garments? If you haven't, you
heel. This will serve as a warning, and the person is thus
$ I cannot say that I enjoy standing in- should. It's an interesting experience. A
given a chance to stop cheating. But if he does not stop,
spection in the blouse, but I am not object- front view of the same person is likely to
and as many as two students observe him to continue cheating to that. One hour each week of writh- be just as formidable, but not so comical.
ing, the indication still being the tapping of the heel, he may
ing, squirming, hot agony is small enough
While I'm on the subject of regulatory
be reported. He will then be given a fair trial, and ample
sacrifice to IMars, god of war and thun- oddities, I shall 'tell you what happened
opportunity to prove his innocence. , If he is found guilty,
der. But that seems to me enough. Be- to a friend of mine the other day. He was
the penalty will be an F on the course.
sides, your object in condemning us of assigned to guard a door to the Mess Hall
Of course, the professor will tell the class exactly what
the cadet corps to this all-wool hell is a during some meal or other. The assignhe considers cheating in that particular course, stating,the
source of continual wonderment and, ment itself seems ludicrous to me, but I
conditions under which members of the class may work tohence, frustration to me. My admittedly shan't go into that. Because he did not
gether, and so forth.
feeble thought processes are unequal to turn in a report, a piece of paper on which
the -task of fathoming your reasoning.
he was to scribble the two words "No ReDo you make us wear them (the blouses) port," he was awarded ten demerits. What
to concerts because polite society dresses purpose would have been served had he
Student interest in the plan has not dwindled. It was up for such blowouts? If so, have you j
carried out his orders?
the students who began the agitation for the plan, and if ever noticed that said polite society dresses
If I have aroused your anger, and I probadopted it will be an all-student affair—originating with the rather comfortably, and that the male
ably have, I am sorry. I must say sinstudents and being executed by them.
members of same shed their coats freely cerely and seriously that it has not been
At least seven student organizations have passed reso- when the temperature begins to rise ?
my purpose to do so. I have been aware
lutions to support the plan. Probably the most outstanding Maybe you think the orchestra would prethis year of far fewer unreasonable rules
of tliese is the recently-formed Club Presidents Council, fer that the audience be uncomfortably at- than in either of my previous two years at
which is a fair cross-section of the Clemson student body. tired just because some dictator has said Clemson. I have merely sought to reThe Council voted unanimously to, support the measure, that it (the orchestra) must wear hot- mind you of what I consider two blemishes
and the presidents agreed to bring the matter up in their looking monkey suits. No, that can't be. which remain to spoil what might otherrespective club meetings.
We hire the orchestra to play for us, and wise lie a perfect record. Fair discipline
Other organizations which voted on and passed reso- •,so should not be subject to its whims con- is beneficial to men; unreasonable disciplutions favorable to the honor plan are the Senior Council, cerning spectator raiment.
line makes them rebellious.
Alpha Phi Omega, Tiger Brotherhood, Blue Key, the YMCA
Besides, I hold with the fellow who sat
If you say that I have no right to point
Cabinet, and Sigma Tau Epsilon, honorary arts and sciences in front of me, who surmised that the mu- these things out to you, you are in all likefraternity. According to report, the vote was unanimous sicians are much more interested in their lihood right.
Last night was very warm. Most of the
in each case.
music and in whether or not they'll be paid
cadets
who attended the concert were unThe students have had their say. Now thev are wait- tonight than they are in what the natives
comfortable; I was not.
ing for the faculty to act.
are wearing. Several cadets told me that
Yours very truly,
BR they did not attend the concert for one
Howell Arthur

Talk of the Town

Here's How It Works

Students Support Plan Strongly

Jo Stafford, who gave the musicsic world quite a turn a while
back when she bobbed up as Cinderella Stump on Red Ingle's hillbilly "Temptation" satire, will
give it another soon. Using a
mathematical formula she has
evolved, the singer (best schooled musically of all the pop songstresses) has cut a platter on
which she solos a bop vocal,
backed by an instrumental group
headed by Paul Weston.
Sonny Greer, drummer wit'h
Duke Ellington for the past thirty
years, is writing a book on the
Ellington band. He is the only
original member of the band left.
The book should be published by
late summer.
Spade Cooley, "King of Western Swing," and long a leader
on the list of rustic rhythm combos, has organized . a new 18piece band, using five saxes, three
trumpets, two trombines, and
rhythm. His arrangements have
a Freddy Martin-like slickness
but retain that wide-open-spaces
flavor.
,
The army has been running" a
contest since last • July to get an
official song. The winner was
announced last month and the
winner—Vaughan Monroe. He received a $1,000 U. S. savings
bond for his effort and introduced
the song on "We, the People"
April 5, accompanied by a 20man chorus from the U. S. Army
band. Real Gone Vaughan was
closer to the mike than the chorus.
The monster sign atop the
auditorium in Oakland, California, (which houses an arena on
one side and a theater on the
other) caused lots of laughs with
its twin billing of the Jazz at
the Philharmonic group and a
religious revival. The sign read:
"JASS AT THE PHILHARMONIC—WHY DOES GOD NOT
KILL THE DEVIL?"

The Veteran's
Corner
" Many 'questions concerning GI
compensation come from veterans. Answers are obtained from
the Veterans Administration and
published in this column by the
Clemson Tiger as a service to our
veterans.
Q: I am a World War I veteran
and was married in 1947. Will
my wife be entitled to a pension
at my death?
A: The law provides that the
widow 6f a World War I veteran
may be paid a pension only if
she was married to the veteran
before December 15, 1944.
If
she married him after that date,
she must have been married to
him ten or more years at the
time of his death.
Q: How does a veteran apply
for readjustment allowance?
A: A veteran must present his
original service discharge or separation paper, or if that has been
lost or destroyed, a certificate
in lieu of, of a properly authenticated copy of such paper. He
must file an application on
Veterans Administration Form
4-1382. An initial claim is usually filed at the same time the ■
application is made. This claim
indicates whether the veteran is
unemployed, partially employed
of self-employed.
Q: If I accept and cash the
compensation check VA has sent
me, does that mean I am satisfied with the rating given me?
A: No. The acceptance of a
check does not waive any rights
you have in claiming greater
compensation or pension than
that which has been awarded
you.
Q: When is National Service
Life Insurance considered lapsed?
A: It is lapsed when a veteran
fails to make a payment of premium within 31 days from date it
was due.
(Veterans wishing further information regarding
veterans'
benefits may have their questions answered by contacting the
VA Office, Room No. 8, Anderson Building, 207 N. Main St.,
Anderson, S. C.)
Nearly 2,500,000 World War II
veterans were in training under
the GI bill and public law 16 on
February 1, the Veterans Administration said. Included were
1,721,934 in schools; 299,384 in
institutional on-farm training establishments, and 454,722 on onthe-job' training courses.

-OSCAR SAYSthat David Goldsmith has just
that Clint Dyer can't understand
made the first down payment on
the Chevrolet agency in Manning. what's happened to his women.
Oscar says that he (Dyer) should
OSCAR SAYS
that Dan May's political world read the "fat boy" ads.
OSCAR SAYS
has apparently collapsed around
that the way B. G. Rogers has
him.
been politicking makes you won-OSCAR SAYSthat he (May) intends to get his der whether he is going to pull
slate in for Senior Council or another Thurmond.
-OSCAR SAYSbust.
that if he (Rogers) and Bill
OSCAR SAYS
that he (May) will probably Moore got together, Hughey Long's
bust.
reign would look like child's
-OSCAR SAYSplay.
that he (Oscar) distinctively
OSCAR SAYS
heard "Slick" Magruder say at his
that he (Oscar) wonders how
r
return in February that he was Ea le Morris rates cits all the
through with campus politics.
time.
OSCAR SAYS

-OSCAR SAYS-

that he (Slick) apparently has
that "Puppy" Facchin and "Doa short memory.
It" Pruitt have 'pulled some deals
OSCAR SAYS
lately, but he (Oscar) won't exthat Reggie Crouch is picked up pose them.
every Friday by his gal in a new
OSCAR SAYS
convertible, and digs off.
that he (Oscar) would like to
OSCAR SAYS
go as hard as1 Pat Genet thinks he
that the once-great Col. "G. I." does.
Lewis misses his lost 'prestige with
OSCAR SAYS
.the old corps.
that "Hollywood" Chaulker
—OSCAR'SAYS
probably eats and sleeps in, those
that "Freddie Boy" Cone's new dark glasses.
hair-do looks like hell.
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat Mutt McMahan and "Fog"
that it makes Cone look like a Booth really think they have the
blond version ^f "Lilly" Wiggins. deal at Anderson. Sounds like
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) can't see how trouble to Oscar.
OSCAR SAYS
DeLoach got mixed up with some
that Dick Craig, out of the cadet
of his constituents.
corps, would make an ideal roomOSCAR SAYS
and his
that Arthur Banks couldn't mate for Combat Clardy
e
quite make up the local slate for buddy Baldy Garr tt.
OSCAR SAYS
"Y" president, but he went over
that "Professor" (note the title)
hands for the state "Y" at Camp Burtner is traveling with Peebles
Long last Week.
and the boys.
OSCAR SAYS
SAYS
that Fuzzy Falls is ill-manner- that —"Swift OSCAR
Kick" Smithwick is a
ed.
fine example of the diminishing
-OSCAR SAYSpowers of the Clemson "Y."
that Clegg continually hangs
OSCAR SAYS
around the P. O. Who does he
that Mac "Cheshire Cat" Wise
think will write him
is definitely on the prowl these
OSCAR SAYS—
days. Whoooooo.
that the "Iron Hand" of Hank
———OSCAR SAYS
that "Whale-Tail" Green and
Chambers is slowly going to the
Bert Holland look like brothers.
smelting pot.

Short fn Straight
By Charlie Still, Regimental Chaplain
"Be of good cheer."
Such were the words of Jesus just before His darkest
hour, and in our portrayal of the Master we too often see
Him as "a man of sorrows," forgetting the brighter side of
His life on earth. True, Christ had much suffering to under, but through all trials we find his warm sense of humor
present. And most certainly we need that same sense of
humor and optimism that He conveyed to the disciples in
the words above.
Even during college days, we often find problems
which cause us a great deal of anxiety and concern, in spite
of the fact that we know our troubles are petty and little.
It's easy to take the pessimistic attitude of "what's the use?".
But think a moment. After taking such a stand, there really
is no use, because we have already shut the door to new opportunities for happiness. All of us can recall incidents
which seemed utterly tragic at the time they happened; now
we can look back on them as a huge joke, and wish that
we could have seen the true picture then. The real art is in
seeing the humor in the situation as it takes place. It has
been aptly said.that the thunderstorms of April bring the
flowers of May, and that every cloud has a silver lining.
And usually when one door of opportunity closes, another opens. The tragedy of the situation lies in the fact
that we often look with so much longing on the closed door
that we fail to see the newly opened one. f A mind and heart
open to the new strength found in faitli can endure long after pessimism is crushed, i" defeat. Over and above all we
have the Master's assurance, "Be of good cheer; I have overcome the world."

Poefs Corner.
By Jack Bradfield

i

Box 503
AT DAWNING
There was no fear at dawn for us. The sun
Rose warm ag3inst our shoulders. Waking birds
In startled, mock alarm were heralds of
Our coming; every dewy sprig and bloom
A courtier bowing as we daily sped.
We saw the tiny prints when noon was nigh,
So faint the petals scarce remembered them.
A bit of cloth upon a thorn, and blood
Had dried there; a crumpled plot of moss and fern
As if someone had cried there; and rose; and fled.
At dawn no fear, but dark has ways to creep
Into the mind: each strangled breath at dusk
A lance into the lung and heart, not all
For shouts in vain nor limb and feet outworn—
Nor eyes that stream to see where he had bled.
That lonely night—will e'er its frightful course
Be wrenched from mem'rys cruel and blackened paw?
For in the night, in wind and hail and rain
There vanished all of him we ever saw.
But at the dawning, fearful yet of night,
We saw each wounded leaf up reach to God;
Shall we, can we, say a child is dead?
IF GOD SHOULD SMILE
If God should smile
One day at you,
I'm sure you'd find
His wondrous grace
Familiar style:
Two eyes of blue
As sweetly true
in baby's face.
JWB
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Honor Day Is Sefr For Next WednesdayjPlans Completed for

Officers of the Lutheran Student Association elected last week
are, left to right, H. H. Biser, vice president; W. R. Cousins, president; R, K. West, secretary-treasurer; and W. L. Mathias, publicity director. Not shown is R. F. Taylor, membership committee
chairman.

30 Chickens For
0I!? The Chicken

—And To Top It
'Supercharged'

Thirty fried chickens for twenty-three men—that was the situation as sixteen students of the
•poultry department and three of
their professors got together at
the "Y" Cabin on the Seneca
River to test a new treatment
which is alleged to make good
Sunday dinner fare out of common, ordinary roosters.
The chickens, which, prior to
frying, had been frozen for eight
months, were laid out in four
pans according to the treatment
given them. Two concentrations
of a female hormone solution, one
strong and one comparatively
weak, were introduced into the
feed of two sets of chickens; one
concentration of an anti-thyroid
hormone was given another group;
the rest were treated with a control or check solution.
If a tester chose a wing as his
first piece of chicken, he was
asked to follow through the other
pans eating a wing from each, in
order that he might determine
without bias which treatment he
considered best. The same, fortunately'or those'who chose the
better pieces on the first try,
went for breasts, backs, wishbones, drumsticks, and so on to
the end.
The object of the experiment

was to find out whether or not
roosters, which constitute approximately 50' percent of every
chicken "crop," can be made
really tasty without an expensive
and troublesome caponizing operation. The results show that
they can be. The tastes actually
preferred the treated birds to the
ones that had not been treated or
that had been treated only slightly.
The students who attended, who
will organize a new campus organization for poultry majors at a
meeting planned for May 10, are
R. B. Anderson of Sleepy Eye,
Minn., H. L. Creech of liar, J. Z.
Debski of Irvington, N. J., J. H.
Fair of St. Matthew, H. G. Faulkner of Clover, R. M. Hope of Rock
Hill, R. J. Miller of Atlanta, Ga.,
and J. L. Sanderson of Dillon.
Also, A. W. Saunders of Rutherford, N. J.; J. A. Sweet of Dunbarton; J. F. Welter of Greenville, J. R. West of Spartanburg
W. A. Westmoreland of Clover,
R. E. Wilkerson of Hickory Grove,
N. C; C. P. Willimon of Greenville, and W. T. Derieux of
Blythewood.
Faculty members present were
C. L. Morgan, head of the poultry
department; J. B. Cooper, associate poultryman, and M. A.

SPECIAL
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SAVE HERE!

$59.95

8 TUBE PHILCO
F.M. AND A.M. RADIOS
(Regular Price $89.95)
Also
One Record FREE with every purchase of five.
L. P.'s may be bought over entire period
*

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE
"JOAN OF ARC
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"JOAN OF ARC" will be shown at the Clemson

Wednesday, May 4, has been of
ficially designated Scholarship
Recognition Day. There will be
a convocation in the Chapel.
Awards will be given to the outstanding students in each school,
-lesiaents of the honor fraternaies will make the awards.
Phi Psi will make an award to
he most outstanding student in
the Textile School.
The best student in textile
chemistry will be awarded the
American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorists Scholarship. The student making the
best, grades in textile engineerine
subjects will receive the National
Association of Cotton Manufacturers Student Honor Medal.
The student making the best
grades in textile engineering subjects for the June graduating class
will also be rewarded a National
Association of Cotton Manufacturers Honor Medal.
Alpha Chi Sigma, chemistry
fraternity, will give a slide rule
for the sophomore chemist, textile chemist or chemical engineer
with the highest grade point ratio
for the first three semesters of his
course.
The chemical fraternity will also give a chemical handbook to
the student with the highest grade
in general- chemistry, first semester, irrespective of his course of
study.
Sears-Roebuck will give $200
and a free trip to Chicago to the
sophomore making the highest
scholastic average as a freshman
Sears-Roebuck Scholar. The Borden Agricultural Scholarship
award of $300 will be given to the
senior achieving the highest average grade on all college work preceding the senior year.
The best all-round senior will
receive the Danforth Summer Fellowship.
Phi Eta Sigma, freshman honor
fraternity, will give a gold key to
the senior having the highest accumulated grade 'point ratio.
The Textron Corporation will
give $500 to the junior with the
highest scholarship, leadership,
and character rating.
Alpha Tau Tlpha, education
honor fraternity, will award its
scholarship medal to the student
having the highest scholarship in
agricultural education.
The sophomore student in the
school of arts and sciences having
the' highest scholastic record at
the end of his first three semesters
will receive a prize from. Sigma
Tau Epsilon, arts and sciences
honor fraternity.
The outstanding junior or senior
in architecture will receive the
Architect's Medal.
Tau Be'Ja Pi, engineering honor
fraternity, will give a slide rule
to the engineering sophomore
with the highest scholastic record..
The Minarets, architecture fraternity, will give one year's subscription to the Architectural
Forum for outstanding work in
sophomore design.
The best speaker among the
representatives of the literary societies will be awarded the Trustee's Medal.
Phi Kappa Phi, senior honor
fraternity, will give $25 to the
junior with the highest grade
point ratio.
In order that students and
faculty members may attend the
convocation, a special schedule
of morning classes will be followed on Wednesday.
All classes scheduled for 8:058:55 will be held at 8:05-8:40.
All classes scheduled for 9:059:55 will be held at 8:50-9:25.
All classes scheduled for 10:0510:55 will be held at 9:35-10:10.
All classes scheduled for 11:0511:55 will be held at 10:20-10:55.
All classes scheduled for 12:0512:55 will be held at 11:05-11:40.
Boone, assistant poultryman.
Guests were G. W. Anderson,
animal pathologist; J. C. Jones,
assistant in animal oathology: H.
M. Simons, Jr., assistant agricultural editor: and H. P. Cooper,
dean of the School of Agriculture.

YMCA picture shew on the campus two days, Tuesday, May 3, and Wednesday, May 4.
ceived two academy awards.

This picture re-

It will be shown at ad-

vanced admission.
dther pictures you may see at the picture show
on the Clemson campus include "HOMECOMING"
with Lana Turner and Clark Gable, "UNDER THE
RED ROBE" with Raymond Massey and Annabe'la,
"SITTING PRETTY" with Robert Young and Maureen CTHara, "DARK PASSAGE" with Gene Tierney,
"MOON AND SIXPENCE" with George Sanders and
Herbert Marshall, "I, Jane Doe," "THREE GODFATH-

A to tal of 7,131,000 national
service life insurance policies
were in force January 1, the Veterans Administration has announced. Of these, 5,554,150
were term policies and the remaining 1,86,850 had been converted to permanent plans of insurance.
A woman who had just given
birth to triplets was bragging to
her neighbor about the feat. Thus
the following dialogue:
Mother: "You kn'ow trinlets onlv
happen in one out of 16,782 times."
Neighbor: "That's a mighty interesting bit of information, but
when do you find time .for your
house work"
•
Spectator

ERS," "FIGHTING O'FLYNN."
When you support the picture on the campus,
you help to provide intramural sports and to make
possible many other student activities.

-flBBOttS
MCNS

SHOE

SENECA. S.C

eek-En

se
A concerted, well organized effort is being made to increase corn
yields in South Carolina. The effort is state-wide as shown- by the
'act that 22 county agents of the
Clemson Extension Service in
heir Ma*rb reports call attention
'o enrollment of farmers in e^ur'y-wide corn contes*s in the;"
•°snect've counties. Fourteen additional agents report demonstrations have been arranged In show
various phases of corn production,
■rod similar demonstrations are
being planned for the other counties of the state.
one is shown by the fact that apTonriate orizes are being given
for the contests by banks, business
organizations, commercial companies, civic groups such as Rotary, Lions, and Kiwanis clubs.
->nd farm organizations such as
the Farm Bureau and The Grange.
Newspapers and radio stations are
cooperating with agricultural
workers in the publicity and educational phases of the program.
While at the end of March
enrollment in the contests was
still in progress, 14 of the 22 counties reported a total enrollment of
637 contestants with indications
that additional enrollment was
expected. The largest enrollment
reported was in Abbeville County where County Agent L. H. Bull
reported 180 farmers have signed
up for 3-acres corn production
demonstrations.
Present indications are that
more than 1,000 farmers will be
enrolled in the contests in 1949.
In addition several thousand 4-H
club and FFA members will grow
corn as their projects. The demonstrations being conducted in
practically every county of the
state feature the use of adapted,
certified hybrids such as Dixie 17,
Dixie 18, and N. C. 27; thick
spacing; and the use of nitrogen
in corn production.
The Clemson Extension Service,
ha^'recently organized the South'
Carolina 100-Bushel Corn Club'
with ,'21 charter members. The
Extension Service is centering its':
cornoproduction program on a 5point set of recommendations.
These five points are: Thorough
seedbed preparation; more plants,
■per acre; use of adapted, certified,]
hybrids; more liberal fertilization.;
especially nitrogen; and earlyshallow cultivation only.

Naval Reserve
Meets Saturday
The next regular meeting of the
Naval Reserve unit at Clemson
will be held Saturday, April 30, at
3:30 p. m. Members of the unit
will meet in front Of the Physics
Building and then go to the indoor rifle range in the basement
of r6th barracks for .22 calibre
pistol practice. The meeting was
originally planned for Wednesday,
but was postponed because of the
concert.

Clemson's last dance of the year*
* comes next week in the midst of .
J .veai a lunest
week-end of
ctivities.
Highlighting a three day round
if parades, banquets, and parties
e college, preferably in adminisvill be the Junior-Senior Taps
ration; and must have give
all featuring the Music of Erlong and faithful service" to th
.•ollege and to the students, a clul
kine Hawkins and his band sponipokesman said.
5fed by the Central Dance AsThe award will be presented
to Miss Shanklin at the main ban- sociation.
Heralded by staunch proponquet of the convention of thf
Southeastern Province of New- ents of Be-Bop, the Hawkins agman Clubs to be held at Clemsor gregation, this last hop promises
this weekend, April 29 through
to be this year's biggest and is
May 1.
J. G. Lindsey, college mess of- probably destined to go down as
ficer, was the recipient of las' an all-time Clemson great as far
year's awarbl.
as dances go.
The Friday night da*iice, a strictly formal dance for wearers of
strictly formal attire, according
to a spokesman for the CDA, will
begin at nine oclock in the evening and last until one. AdmisA second movement is under sion to the Friday night hop will
way to obtain original songs for cost $2.50.
The Saturday night dance, inClemson — songs which would
really be a part of Clemson. It is formal within the limits of a
being sponsored jointly by Mu sport coat and no tee shirts, beBeta Psi, honorary music frater- gins at eight and lasts until
nity, and Tiger Brotherhood, local twelve. Cost of the Saturday
service fraternity, who also spon- night affair is $2.75, stag or drag.
Plans have been made for dates
sored the first campaign, which
to stay in the Second Barracks.
took, place last year.
According to a preliminary surSeveral reasons have been
vey made by the junior class
stated as a basis for the endeavor.
planning committee, there will be
First, Clemson has no fight song
approximately one thousand girls
of its' own. Second, the present
attending the dance and the
alma mater is impersonal, unJunior-Senior Banquet as dates of
original, and in common use by
Clemson men. If this number
other schools throughout the coundoes attend, it will establish some
try. Third, a school's alma mater
sort of a record for Clemson.
should be as much a part of it,
A new feature of this dance
and as distinctive, as, for instance, weekend planned by the CDA are
the school ring, or the school
two free jam sessions -to be precolors. All persons having ideas
sented by Hawkins and Comfor the words or the music, or pany on Friday and Saturday afboth, of a song, are asked to ternoons. Fridays sesion will last
write them down and submit from five til six and will be held
them for examination.
in the Outdoor Theater. The HawA standing committee has been kins band will give a concert
set up to examine the entries, and Saturday afternoon from 4:30 till
determine, whether or not they are 5:30 in the Fieldhouse. Just prior
worthy of promotion as Clemson to the Saturday afternoon session,
songs. The committee consists of Hawkins will be interviewed by
the following persons: Professor an Anderson radio station.
John D. Lane, Professor E. J.
Freeman, Professor Hugh H. McGarity, Professor E. Emerson
Waite, and students E. A. FreeFont's Camera Shop
man, J. E. Padgett, and W. P.
Roberts.
"Between the Banks"
The program will carry through
ANDERSON, S. C.
the current semester, so. that an
effort may be made to Prepare
any music which may be selected
in t'me for the fall semester.
All entries must be in by Saturday, May 21, and should be adFinley's Esso
dressed to E. A. Freeman, Alma
jvafson
Mater _ Committee, Box 46, Clemson.
Groceries .
Gas

Miss Virginia Shanklin lamed (toon's
Gooc!
Friend Of Year BY ffewman (Sub
M ss Virginia Shanklin, secretary to the president, has bee
■lamed'vClem3on's "Good Frienc
of the Year'' by the Clemson Newman Clv'i in keeping with a CUP
'om established last year. Mis'
Shanklin was chosen at the club':
regular meeting Wednesday night
April 20, when club members
voted on each of three names
submitted by a committee. Hers
was a unanimous selection.
To be eligible for the award, a
person must be a resident of
Clemson, must be employed by

Students With Ideas For School Songs
Asked h Submit Them To Committee
1 Baptists Will
Twenty-eight Clemson students
will attend the State Baptist Student Retreat this week-end at
Winthrop College. Pat Harice,
newly elected. BSU president, will
head the delegation attending the
meeting, primarily a training conference for officers of the BSU.
The conference will begin Friday evening, April 29, at 5:45,
with a picnic supper at the First
Baptist Church of Rock Hill. The
chief event of \he evening program will be a forum on BSU and
a message by Dr. Claude U.
Broach, former southwide Baptist
student worker. Doc Roberts, a
Clemson junior, will lead 'an informal sing at. the beginning of
the session.
The Saturday morning session
will consist mainly of conference
periods for the various BSU officers from the twenty-two colleges and professional schools in
South Carolina having B. S. U.'s
Among conference leaders for
these groups will be James L.
Spangenberg. minister to Baptist
students at Clemson.
An afternoon of recreation on
Winthrop campus will be followed by a picnic supper and the
evening session in Jqhnson Hall.
'A business session of. the State
BSU will be the occasion for election of officers. John Dent, textile manufacturing junior cf
Clemson, has been nominated for
state BSU president. Also nominated for a state office is Harold
Cole, local Clemson poster for
state pastor advisor. T;';er~, with
other officers elected, will serve
for the pomirs year. The Sunday session will be coordinated
with the service of t*>e First
Baptist Church in Rock Hill.
Students going from Clemson
include nineteen students who
compose the new and old executive councils of BSU. The tentative list of those attending includes Charles N. Still, Pat Hance,
W. P. Roberts, David Bedell,

David A. Fester, Ralph Jackson,
Lauren Andrews, J. R. Cothran,
E. A. Smith. John Dent. J. R. McLain, Tom Collings, J. P. Carwile,
J. C. Ferguson, Frank McClure,
Ed Watt, George Shelton. Jim
Stovall, Carroll Allen, Jim Ulmer,
J. B. Foster, George Macon, J. E.
Cothran, Harold Cole and James
L. Spangenberg.

ERSKINE H/WKINSJ

Dr. Poole Speaks
To AAUP Group
President R. F. Poole gave an
informative address to the members of the Clemson College chapter of the American Association
of University Professors at its
regular meeting Tuesday night.
Dr. Poole discussed phases of the
budgeting and financial operations of the college, clarifying
many of the complex procedures
involved.
The chapter made arrangements to send a delegate to a
Southern Regional Conference of
the American Association of University of Alabama April 29-30.
The General Secretary of the
National Headquarters will be
among the principal speakers at
this conference.

DAVENPORT'S

Clemson men are
always welcome at
one of the South.'s
finest university
shops. Come in
to shop or just to
look around
i

Washing

Greasing

Phone 2481—Pendleton, S. C.
First Station on Right as You
Enter Pendleton
"SERVICE WITH A SMILE"

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main St.
Greenville
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Cindermen Roll to Overwhaming Win Over Carolina
Bob Rayle Leads Males To 851-3-441-3 jack Dofforl, Three Sport Star In
Victory Over Gamecocks As Tigs Take Third High School, Is Undefeated In Track

With Jack Cribb
Presently, the only undefeated Tiger aggregation in the
Blue Ridge is Rock Norman's track team. Presbyterian,
Wofford, and South Carolina have all fallen to the Tig cindermah and by very large scores. The Gamecocks were the
best in the state last year, but Clemson is a cinch to gram'
the honors in 1919.
Although competition hasn't been too powerful,
the Tiger runners have showed that they have the stuff
to put up a really good fight against stiff opposition.
When one looks at times recor/ded by a Normanman, he
should take into consideration the fact that he is not going to beat his brains cut trying to break the tape a lap
ahead of his nearest competitor. The major part of the
exciting races run this year in Clemson's meets have
been between their Own men. .
NOT ENOUGH COMPETITION
Another word about competition . . . there's no doubt
in my mind that there are good track men on the campus
who are not even trying for the team. If more more were
vieing for the various positions, it is the opinion of this
writer that we would have a belter team.
First, there
would be some men who might replace starters on the team
now. But that isn't the most important aspect of the situation. Most of the ones that now hold starting positions
would more than likely hold their positions, but would have
to do better than they do now. I'm not knocking down the
track team, because as I said before, they're the only ones
that haven't tasted defeat. Howfever," if any of you who
read this column feel that he could make a name for hiinself
in track here at Clemson, I urge you to go out next year. It's
too late to try out now, but you could start by beginning
to condition yourself. Let's create among the cindermen
and ourselves an incentive to do better, and maybe someday
we'll be reading about Clemson vs. Georgia Tech and Clemson vs. Tulane instead of about Clemson vs. Wofford or
Clemson vs. P. C.
IT CAN BE DONE
That's not just idle chatter, either. Clemson could
be famous for it's track team. We've undoubtedly got
the makings. This was proven at the Southern relays
at Bii)mii7gham a few weeks ago. Coach Norman took
with him tc the Alabama city three men, Julius Townsend, W. A. Holsheuser7, and Jerry Brown. All three of
the f^inderen placed sEcend in the events in which they
took part. Tewnsend rand the hurdles, Holshouser
threw the shct put, and Brown participated in the pole
vault. Notre Dame, famous all over the wci'ld for its
great track team, took thtse three firsts, and it is far
from a disgrace to come in second against rivals of that
sort. Congratulations are in order for these thrse boys,
who started the ball relling toward a new high in Clemson College track. We've got a good coach; we've got
good material-—all we need is more good material.
SWIMMERS CALLED
A similar condition exists as far as swimming is concerned. We know ; :d Coach K. M. McHugh knows some
wonderful swimmers who didn't answer his call last year.
Now, Coach Mel high is offering the opportunity of a lifetime. He wants to meet with all the boys who arc interested in trying out for the '50 tank team. Rut that's not all.
He's planning to give a series of lectures on the basic strokes
and will cover some of the liner points of the sport. So,
here's yeur chance? Meet Mr. iMcHiit;h in lOo Riggs Hail
next Tuesday and start making plans to hold a berth on the
next edition of a Clemson winning team.
FRESHMEN LOOKING GOOD
Gary Crx and his baby Bengals are making quite a
name lor themselves on the baseball circuit. They have
,romped to victory in ail but two of their games and
dreppsd (heir Jo: ers by close margins. Extremely unlike the varsity diamond men, the best part of Mentor
Cox's team lies in the mount corps. He has two hurlers,
Frrd and "Baker, who will be a valuable asset to next
year's team. Ford, a brilliant portsider from Boston,
whiffed ten men in four innings of duty against Greenville Junior College in cne of the most spectacular exhibitions of twirling ever witnessed at Tigertown. Baker, who hails from cur slate, is a righthander and has
likewise turned in several brilliant performances.
ODD AND ENDS
Rumors drifting from the campus of the University of
South Carolina say thai Johnny Lujack, who acted as assistant backfield coach during the Gamecock's spring practice, has taught freshman star John Royle enough to win
any one of Carolina's games next year. This writer saw
him play against our own freshman and admits he's good,
but a statement like thai-takes in a lot of territory.. Take a
glance at Carolina's '50 football slate. They're going to
run up against some mighty fine elevens, including, may
we say, the Tiger of Clemson . . . Joe Hazle, standout pitcher
on Clemson's Southern championship nine of two years ago.
is currently starring with the South Atlantic League. Hazle
turned in a line relief job against Macon Monday night . . .
Just one more re,aark before this column is drawn to a
close—a remark concerning one sport's writer who has recently become agriculturally minded. It is the humble
opinion of this writer that if the said sport's writer doesn't
stick to writing about "ootball instead of making bets on
the games, he will verj iiirely end up plowing some more
fields next year.

t Clemson's only current undeClemson's track team kept its*
feated team as far' as
spring
undefeated record Saturday afsports are concerned is the Titernoon by trouncing the Univerger track team. Also undefeatsity of South Carolina's cindermen, 85 2-3 to 44 1-3. Clemson's
ed is low hurdler Jack Doffert,
Bob "Root" Iiayle tied for high
who hails from the nation's capital. Last year Jack won four of
scoring honors with Ray
McKinney of the Gamecocks. Rayle
the five regular scheduled meets
led the field in the one
mile
and ran away with the State
meet low hurdlers. If he conand two mile events, while Mctinues his
victory
string
he
Kinney took top honors in the
should repeat again and should
100 and 220 yard dashes.
have a fine chance in the SouthSaturday afternoon's meet was
the third time that the
'tiger
ern Conference meet to be held
in Chapel Hill next month.
trackmen have taken to the field.
Football Star
They will again be trying to keep
the record clean next Saturday
During his high school
days
when they travel to Furman to
Doffert played two years of footmeet the Purple Hurricane. Furball with Calvin Codledge High
man lost their last meet of the
and then transferred to Devitt
season to the Terriers of Wofford.Preparatory School for his reClemson smothered Wofford
in
maining two years.
an earlier affair, so the odds are
While at Devitt, Jack
was
definitely in the favor of
the
named on the All-Prep eleven in
Tigers.
1946 and 1947.
He played
in
The summary of the meet:
the All-Star game both years and
One mile: Rayle (C), Jackson
played against two present Tiger
(C), Marshall (USC). Time 4:48.
stars, Bugs Thompson and Glenn
Bummy Townsend, Clemson's great high hurdler, le'aps for the
440: Thompson
(C),
Spence
Smith.
Doffert was ..an outtape as he wins his third victory. Carolina's Magill can be seen
(USC), Mooney (C). Time 51.8.
standing fullback, hut was capaa few yards back. The Tigers romped the Gamecocks 85 2-3
100: McKinney (USC), Calvert
ble of filling all the other backto 44 1-3.
(C), Whitmire (C). Time 10:2.
field posts as well. • Jack
also
*120 high hurdles:
Townsend
played basketball during his fi.(C), McGill (USC). Time 15.1.
nal year at Devitt.
880: Uulkinen (C), Cason (C),
Jack didn't begin active particHoffman (C). Time 2:8.
ipation in track until he turned
220: McKinney (USC), Thompsenior.
Doffert was virtually a
Clemson College's golfing Tison (C), Calvert (C). Time 23.
gers
breezed to their
eighth one man team as he ran the 100
Two mile: Rayle
(C), Dean
yard dash, threw the discus, shot
(USC), Ross (C). Time 11:5 1-2.
As of Monday, April 25, Clem- conquest of the year Tuesday put and did the high jump. When
220 low hurles: Doffoijt
(C), son's baseball team is holding the in Greenville when they trounche reported to Track Coach
McGill (USC),
and
Townsend number three position
in
the ed the Furman University links- "Rock" Norman, he intended to
men,
16-2.
It
was
the
second
tied for second place. Time 25:4. Southern Conference race.
The
continue in all those events but
Shotput: Holshouser (C), Fac- Bengals have won four and drop- time this season that the Purples wise ole "Rock" told him to work
had
fallen
prey
to
the
Bengals.
chin (C), Hudson (C). Distance ped two, giving them a .667 mark.
This decision gave the Tiger on the hurdles. From then on.
45:1 1-4.
Only the undefeated Wake Forest
Jack was destined to become a
record
of
High jump: McGill, O. (USC), Deacons and the University of golfers an over-all
great low hurdler. Although he
eight
wins
and
two
losses
and
a
Brannen (C), McGill (USC) and Richmond and 'North Carolina,
tops the scales at 194 pounds, he
Williams (C) tied for third. Dis- both with a five-two record, are state record of seven victories is extremely fast and
usually
and one defeat. The Tigers will
tance 5:11 3-4.
in front of the Coxmen.
takes each meet with ease. Jack
have
a
chance
to
avenge
that
dePole
vault:
Badger
(USC),
The four wins have come at
also runs the high hurdlers and
Brown (C), and McCook (USC) the expense of Furman, Duke, feat when they later playj, the
second
to
state
Carolina
Gamecocks at usually runs
tied for second. Distance 11:10. The Citadel, and Davidson. The South
champion Bummy Townsend. So
Boscobel.
Javelin:' Buck (USC),
Kivett Tigers defeated the Purple Hurhe's usually good for 8 points,
The feature match of tht*'Fur(C), Clark (C). Distance 173:2y2. ricane, 9-6, clawed the Blue Deywhich is a good individual mark
Discus: Facchin (C), Graham ils from Duke, 13-3, trounced the man. affair ended in a deadlock.
in any intercollegiate meet.
Stan
Halliday
a/id
the
Hornets'
(C), Hudson (C). Distance 128.3. Wildcats from North Carolina,
Last fall Doffert was one of the
Broad jump: McGill, C. (USC), 8-3,
and blanked The Citadel Burns battled to a 1 1-2&-1 1-2 top flankmen on Coach Banks
tie. In the next match,!;!;Billy
Williams (C), Cureton (C). Dis- Bulldogs, 2-0 last Saturday.
MacFadden's frosh eleven. Jack
tance 20:11 3-8.
Davidson will seek revenge for Delk blasted Furrnan's King, 3-0. should help out considerably on
Delk
and
Halliday
bestedQ|urns
Relay:
Pulkinen
Mooney,! the early season's defeat at the
the flanks next fall,
Thompson, Haugk
(C) defeated hands
of
the
Clemson
men and King, 3-0.
ball and track, his other pastime
Donhie
McKinney
wort
his
Spence, Patterson* Ward, McKin- when they play host to the Tigby ball arid track, hi sother pastime
ney (USC). Time 3:37.
er.".. Wa):e Forest will play North ninth match of the season
number is devoted to the art of cartoonCarolina: in :\ t'pmc that wi!l hay! Irampling ■ Furrnan's
three
man.
The
final
count
was ':1 :\. I'l';; quite talented and
an frnportanl bearing on the con^
spends mrch of his spare time
McKinney
3,
Burins
0.
John
fcrence race. In
other
league'
originating funny characters.
games, Virginia'Tech will be a't Recs turned in another whitePlans Coaching Career
Washington and Lee, V. M. 1. al wash by shellacking the Purple's
At present Doffert is majoring
Mann,
3-0.
Rees
and
McKinney
Maryland, The Citadel at Charin Electrical Engineering, but like
leston, and fefi
University
<>'■ blanked Long and Mann, 2 1-2— so many Clemson athletes, would
1-2 to complete the day's scoring.
Richmond at William nad Mary.
like to pursue a coaching career
As the major
league clubs
The standings as of Monday,
upon graduating from Clemson.
swing into the second week of
R. S. Brisindine—Room 6-124
April 25:
action, the surprise of both of the Teams
A,
F.
Garrison—Room
6-134
So, he's another star that would
W. L. Pet
big circuits is
the
New York
| like a curriculam in Physical EdWake Forest.4 0 .1000 John II. James—Room 0-113
team—the Yankees in the AmUniversity of Richmond 5 2 ,718a Dan Lyon—Room 3-.ll 1
,
I ucation installed in this instituerican League, and the Giants in
. Be sure to finish y< "■ mat'
North Carolina
5 2 .714
ext tion.
the National League.
Despite
on
time
and
then
contc»J
tn?
:
.607
4
Clemson
the loss of their star centerfield' With the track season just pastt
.66-7 opponent for your next i... tGi
W.illiijMi and Mary
er, Joe DiMaggio, th& Yanks, as
.625
South Carolina
of Tuesday, have
won six
of
.571
North Carolina StaJ
their first seven to head their
.500
George Washington
respective loop.
Good pitching
.500
Virginia Military .
has been the main factor in the
.4:
Maryland _ .. ■„
string of victories compiled by
.423
Furman _. ._: .... .
the New York club.
.417
Duke
Advance ratings by some ex.333
Davidson ... ... ;.
perts put the Giants in the first
.250
The Citadel ..
division,
but none placed
the
.000
Washington & Lee
men who make the Polo Grounds
their home to lead the league.
The main reason was that their
powerful hitting would be greatly overshadowed by poor pitching.
But, Hartung, Jones,
and
Voiselle, who is from Ninety Six, CLEMSON COLLEGE
S. C, have come through with INTRAMURAL SPORTS
some
superlative
performances To Intramural Tennis Players
from their posts on the mound
By J. R. Cooper
to keep the Giants in front.
Drawings for Intramural tenMeanwhile, the favored nines nis have been made and the draw
the Cleveland Indians in
the sheets are posted on the 'Y'
American League and the Boston porch. Please contact your opBraves in the National, are both porient and arrange for matches
currently in fourth place.
The j as scheduled. If your opponent
Indians have won three and drop- J will not agree to play by the
ped two, while the Red Men have; date* rounds are to be finished
come out on top in four out of j contact Mr. Cooper so that a i'orseven
games. Both
of
these feit may be declared. Herewith
clubs have received noteworthy i are the names and room numbers
hurlings from their moundsmen, j\of all players to enable you to
but their supposed power hitters j contact your opponent,
have not yet come through in j All matches will be played 2
the rousing fashion expected of j best out of 3 sets until the finals
them.
.
.
i which will be played 3 best out of
Other surprise packages of dy- j 5. The winner in each match is
namite have been uncovered in j responsible to post the score on
the American League in the form I the draw sheet.
There should
of the Chicago White Sox and be plenty of courts to take care of
the Philadelphia Athletics.
The matches.
Sox weren't supposed to be any- Singles players—
thing but a doormat, but the Chi- Donald M. Jenkins—Room 6-309
cagoans are presently enjoying R. W. Ferguson—Room 2-126
their spot in the second position, L. P. Corley—Prefab 129
one game behind the Yankees. J. N. McLean—Room 3-3311
The A's hold their third place po- F. J. Mappus—Room 1-131
sition largely through the efforts I F. H. Sargent—Room 8-329
of Lou Brissie, sophomore hurler ! R. E. Robinson—Room 4-127
from Ware Shoals, S. C. Brissie, R. S. Brisindine—Room 6-124
who last year won the award as j F. H. Green—Room 6-124
the year's most courageous play- A. F. Garrison—Room 6-124
er, has pitched in two contests J. C. Boykin—P. O. Box
and has won both of them.
(Phone 4581)
The season's young yet, though, i John 'H. James—Room 5-115 i
and the top teams will be shuf- j Charles M. Upright—Room 6-208
fled several times before the pen- Roy P. Mullmax—Room 3-119
nant is sewed up. Thursday, the ; Doubles players—
day that "The Tiger" goes tohlert F'leisher—Room T-l-14
press, will probably find differ- Bert Ullnick—Room T-l-45
ent nines holding the various po- j F. II. Sargent—Boom 8-329
sitions.
i R. E. Robinson—Room 4-127

Baseballers Now Par-Buslers Sink
Hold Third Place Furman Golfmen
In Conference

New York Clubs Are
Surprising Leagues

Names Of Tennis
Players Are Listed

P; nngs have been announced
for the coming Intramural Golf
tournament which will begin on
April 30. First rounds must be

played by - this date.; Second
rounds must be finished by May
oth, and the third round of the
tourney has to be ended by May
9. The fourth and final round
of the tourney must be played at
Boscobel.
Rpndnlnh
Hale, Bell Randall
and R. W. Johnson drew byes. In

the halfway post, here's hoping
that Jack will continue his winning ways and help lead
the
Tigers to another State track title
and perhaps even a Southern
Conference crown.

\first four Places, J. J. Holliday
jwiI1 Pl£>y W. T. Worth,
Frank
Flowers will vie with J. F. Mcj Gill; A. M. Rose will compete
■ with R. F. Rayle, and Chip Crowe
'will play F. J. Aiken.

Intramural Tourney
To Begin April 30
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JOHN B. LEE'S

^^RCAVICTOR SYSTEM
of recorded music
Greatest
RCAVictor
phonograph
value ever
offered
Come in today
; ; . hear
distortion'free
records.;. See the
world's fastest
record changer!
RCA VICTOR 9EY3
k A new kind of record—first to
be distortion-free over 100%
of its playing surface.
k 7-inch, non-breakable record
can play as long as ordinary
12-inch... wears much longer.
• COST MUCH LESS than
ordinary records ... real savings for you.
* Easiest, surest operating system ever designed.

k World's fastest record changer
. . . plays up to ten records
automatically ... more than a
50-minute concert.
k New "bookcase" albums...an
' end to record storage problems.
Get all this in a complete, fully
automatic phonograph at an
amazingly,low price. It's hard to
believe one set could contain so
many special features. It's smartly
styled, compact, attractive. AC.

SEE IT. ..
HEAR IT. . .PLAY
IT YOURSELF TODAY!

$39.95

'

COMPLETE UNIT

$24.95
PLAYS THROUGH
YOUR RADIO

JOHN B.
"Anderson's Record Center"

]20 E. BENSON ST., ANDERSON, S. C.
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Baby Bengals Beat Liberty
—————————^^
S DO Tif O CtS

'Cornwall, Rogers, Knoebel
Sparkle As Coxmen Romp To

PTA

■ Clemson's Baby baseball Tigers
won their fourth game of the season Tuesday by walloping Woodside of Liberty 22 to 10 in a freehitting contest. Johnny Cornwell
and Rogers lead the Coxmen at
the plate by garnering three base
hits apiece.
Der Gooding and
"Knob" Knoebel came next by
belting two safe blows with the
willow.
Hinson and Roger Baker were
on the mound for Clemson and
held the boys from Liberty to
seven hits while their own mates
were amassing a total of fifteen
hits off the Woodside hurlers.
Previous to the win, the Baby
Bengals had defeated -Anderson
High School twice and Greenville
Jr. College. Spartanburg Jr. College, and Easley Mills' "A" team
are the only ones who have thus
far dealt defeat to the Coxmen.
Both of these games were lost
by close margins. The Spartanburg boys came out on top 13 to
9, and the Easley Mill team was
winner of a 2 to 1 game.
The most decisive defeat was a
shellacking administered to Greenville Jr. College. All members of
the team saw action as twentyfive Tigers crossed the. platter
while no Greenville runners got
that far.
Crouch, Hines and Evans were
outstanding with the willow. It
was in this game that Bill Ford,
freshman sensation from Boston,
worked only four innings • but
struck out ten Greenville batters
with his tricky curve ball and his
amazing change of pace.
Crouch, Evans, Cornwell, Gooding, Knoebel, and Ford are currently the leading hitters on the
nine. Crouch has most hits with
eight, and is closely followed by
Evans who has seven safe blows
to his credit. Cornwell, Gooding,
and Knoebel have six hits apiece
and Ford has hit safely five times.

in

Focus
By Jim Rice

ANOTHER PLEA FOR YOUR SUPPORT
As some of you may recall, several weeks ago this column devoted a large portion of its space in a plea to you,
the students, to support Iptay in their present membership
drive, which we are sorry to say has gone completely unheeded; but at this time we would like to plea for your
support again in a matter which is of the utmost importance to the future athletic teams of Clemson; not only football, but also basketball baseball, track, and all the other
sports here at your college. ,
LUKE DEANHARDT
Another school year is almost over, and everyone will
be leaving for summer vacation. What could be a more op- Tig Diamondmen
portune time to recruit future athletes for Clemson? Soon
after we get out, there will be many high schools holding Split With Citadel
their graduation in your respective home communities, and
Clemson's baseball Tigers split
what we ask is that you try to sell Clemson to the potential
athletes graduating from high schools in your home town. a pair of games with The Citadel
Think of what a service you would be doing for Clemson. Bulldogs Saturday at Charleston.
Many boys when they graduate from high school have no Both victories were of the shutout
idea where they arc going to attend college, of course, on variety as both teams capitalized
on superlative hurling by their
the other hand many do; but regardless of what college pitchers. Edgar Berry was on the
they are planning to attend, you may be very instrumental hill for the Bengals when they
in helping them select their school.
earned their win.
There are men who may read this over and take it with Saturday's decision was the
a grain of salt and never think of it again, but we are ap- fourth for the Coxmen who held
the number three slot in the
pealing to those men who feel that they would like to help down
Southern Conference in family
undertake the present situation. It would take no time games played up until Monday,
whatever to do this; all one would have to do is to use his April 25. The win were over Duke,
Furman and Citadel.
head a little, and I'm sure that this school doesn't wrack Davidson,
The two losses came at the hands
one's brain to the extent that he is mentally fatigued when of Duke and The Citadel.
he leaves. Seriously, men, you would really be doing a
great thing to help in this matter.
Instead of going home and cussing Clemson for the
things you don't like about it, you could very easily stress
the advantages which you have gained at Clemson. Tell the
boys who have played high school sports, of the future for A powerful and steady Clem-*
them in athletics at Clemson, that is, if they are hard work- son golf team rode to victory over the WofEord Terriers Monday
ers and plan to follow athletics in. college. You can easily , at Spartanburg. The win was
do this at the local soda shop, at dances, and anywhere | the seventh of the season and the

Donnie McKinney Leads Clemson Golfers
As Tiger Linksrnen Trounce Wofford, 16-2

where you may come in contact with hoys who are plan- second victory over Wofford this
year.
ning to go to college next fall.
Wofford's shiping star, P.
B.
Men, we are not trying to force you to do anything, Boatwright, broke
his
home
but it does seem that you would appreciate your alma ma- court' 'record • -with a sparkling
ter enough to try in every way, no matter how large or how seven under par score of sixtyfour. The Carolina intercollegiate
small to help it.
It surely won't he any strain on'you, and golf champion was unbeatable as
\ou would be surprised at the amount of good you could do, he defeated Stan Halliday, Clemthat is, if enough men are interested. You may be able to son's number one man, 3-0, in
the feature match of the day.
change
a great athlete's mind about going to some other
6
w
i,
n
Equally as brilliant
on
the
school, and talk him into coming to Clemson, then you could. Spartanburg Country Club course
honestly say that you bad in part repayed Clemson for what was Donnie McKinney, who fired
like
it has given you. Won't you give it a try?
1 a sparkling 69.
Boatwright, was playing his home
One more item which we would-like to remind you of is
.course, and took full advantage
Mr. Tiiley was.very disappointed in tlie|of the fact
McKmncy> probably
ihe Iptay drive
lack of interest shown, and men, it isn't asking much to drop (the steadiest and most dependable
man on the squall, has won all
by the field house and pick up a membership blank. Come
but one of his matches this year.
on, get on the ball, and try to get Clemson some new Iptay That one was a tie with a Wake
Forest Deacon whose team handmembers for next year.
ed the Tigers one of their two deINADEQUATE RECEPTION FOR NEW ATHLETES
feats of this season. The UniverAnother matter which has been brought to our attention sity of South Carolina linksmen
are the only others to defeat the
is the inadequate reception which in the past has been given
Bengal linksters thus far. Getto boys who come to Clemson to try out for athletics. Now ting back
to
McKinney,
the
used
don't get us wrong, we're not saying that these men should young Spartanburg golfer
be treated like kings or subsidized excessively; that is not his 09 to gbpd advantage by blasting Wofford's Quick, 3-0. In spite
our purpose.
of Don's outstanding score, BoatIt was brought to our attention that recently a
boy wright and Quick won over him
came up to try out for an athletic scholarship, and after lie and Halliday, 3-0.
Billy Delk of Greenville, playhad worked out, one of the coaches put him in someone's
ing in the number three slot for
care to-show him to the mess hall and back to the field | the Tigers, had a 75 for the day,
house after he had finished eating. When the person who which gave him a decision over
he was with, got him up to the mess hadd, they asked some- j Parr of the Terriers. In the next
match, John Reese, former Ten-

one else show him hack to the field house so he could go to
bed, lor he had had a long trip that day and wanted to hit the'
sack early. It was suggested that he go to a show, so he
agreed. When they got him to the show, they left him to
fare for himself. I ask you, is that any way to treat a visitor?
"We are not putting the blame on any one particular
persons for undoubtedly each person involved had something important he had to do, but there could he a remedy.
We realize also that the coaches have their responsibilities and Tallies, and do not have time to show a man
around the campus, take him to a show, and, in general,
give him a good reception; but the Block "C" Club or some |
other organization on the campus could assign a man to I
him to show him around and gel him better acquainted with j
the campus. This is deplorable. Certainly, you would not j
ask a guest to your home, then ignore him and.let him get
along as best he could.
j
There are many organizations on the campus who could
help to change the present setup. We are called the "Country Gentlemen," well, let's live up to that handle.
STILL NO WINNERS!!!!!!
Gentlemen, we don't know why it is, but there are still
no winners in the Philip Morris Contest. Last week, there
was but little response, but not a single person picked the
winners in both contests, much less the score. We wish it
(Continued on Page 8)

sger uoirers
Beat'Citadel

"She just stands there, looking for Penland

Reprinted from the USC Gamecock

Newherry Indians Mm Out Bengals In
(lose Game; Hughes, Aught ry Sparkle
The Newberry Indians added
one run in the bottom of the
eighth inning, to whip the Clemson
Tigers 10-9 in a baseball game
played at Newberry Tuesday, It
was the Indians' ninth victory of
the season. They have lost only
two.
"Bird Dog" Hughes started and
ended the ball game on the mound
for the Tigs. He was knocked for
three runs in the first and third
innings but seemed to settle down
after that.
The Bengals, got six of their
nine runs in the sixth. They accomplished this on six hits, one
walk, and one Newberry error.
Monk
Castle,
left-fielder,
and
"Cowboy" Aughtrey led the Clemsonians at the platter. Each got
three for five.

nessee Tech star, continued to
shoot his fine brand of golf and
defeated Mace, 3-0.
Delk and
Reese together beat Parr
and
Mace, 2 1-2—1-2.
In the last match of the day,
Skip Alexander, the Tiger's number five man, tied the Terriers'
Berry in the only deadlock of the
day. The final count was 1.1-2—
LOU BRISSIE
1 1-2.
Lou Brissie, Philadelphia AthThe next action that the Tig
letics' sophomore,
racked up aces will see on the Spartanburg
his second victory of the sea- links will be on May 4, 5, 6, and
son as he pitched the 'Connie j 7, When they will compete in the
Intercollegiate
Mack boys to an 8 to 3 win South "Carolina
over the Washington Senator's. tournament. Among the ClemBrissie, who hails from Ware son men who are expected to atShoals,
has been tagged by tend are Don McKinney, Billy
Mack as the backbone of his Delk, Stan Halliday, John Reese,
mound staff in the current Am- S^p Alexander, Jack Stacy, and
erican League race.
Joe Chapman.

Did you hear the one about the
old maid who sued the hotel for
mental cruelty.
It seems the
clerk gave her a room between
two honeymoon couples.
A poem from the Hatchet:
Goodbye you saddened charapters
This is all we have to say
No complaints please
We did this without pay.

Billy Delk, ,who had the lowest round of the day, whitewashing Citadel's Varn in the battle between the third men. Delk had
a sparkling 73 while shutting out
his opponent. John Rees racked
up the next Tiger victory when
he turned in a 3 to 0 decision over the Citadel's Walker. Delk and
Rees trounced Varn and Walker,
3 to 0.
On May 5, the film will be shown
to the Clemson Club in Kingsport; Tenn.
On April 28, there will be a
meeting of
Clemson
men
in
Johnston, S. C, to organize
a
Clemson Club in that city. Pictures of the South Carolina vs.
Clemson game will be shown.

MOTHER'S DAY
FLOWERS
Corsages, Cut
Flowers, Pot Plants
Place Your Orders Early As
Some Flowers Are Scarce

Royal Acres Florist
Seneca-Clemson Highway

HELPSTO/vf PfcOTECTV

wOHMiwlr PfciMoseNiTo&'s PROWE

tegms

w

There will be a very important
meeting of all Textile Chemistry
majors who are in advanced
sophomore standing at the Textile
Building at 6:45 p. m. on Wednesday, May 4. It is of prime
importance that all these men be
there on time.

DEMAND FOR GATOR BOWL
FILM STILL HEAVY
Bequests have been coming in
from all over South Carolina and
adjoining
states
requesting
a
showing of the Gator Bowl film,
hut they also ask 'for any other
picture
of numerous
Clemson
games of last' season, preferably
Wake Forest, N. C. State, and
Miss. State.
Coach Cary Cox and Mr. Tilley were in Abbeville, S. C, Wednesday, April 27, to show the
Gator Bowl film to the
Iptay
Quarterback Club there.
Coach
[Howard will leave Friday, April
; 29, for Greensboro, N. C, where
' he will show the film to the
I Alumni Club in that city. From
there, he will go to Richmond on
I May 2 and on May 4 he will be
; in Washington, D. C. He
will
I show the Gator Bowl film to
I alumni in both of these cities.

M^mm^*****

Intramural Softball
With the time nearing for the
beginning of the playoffs between
the winners of the various -groups,
B Gompany, K Company, the
Faculty, and the Military depart?ment are perched on top of theijr
various leagues.
A "Little World. Series" between the winners of the different groups will begin next week.
This play off will be followed by
a "World Series" which will, determine the Intramural Champions of the campus.
Here are the standings of all
games played
before
Monday,
April 25th. These games include
only the ones that will be considered toward determining the
group champions.:
Group I:
Pet.
L
Played
Team
.1000
3
0
B Co. . 1 1.3
.800
1
4
I Co.
_ >.5
.333
1
2
L Co. _
3
.333
1
2
A Co. _ _ 3
.500
1
1
F Co. ..
.000
4
D Co. ..
0
Group II:
Pet.
Team
L
Played W
.1000
K Co.
_ ..3
3
0
.667
E Co.
1
._ 3
2
.667
H Co.
.3
2
1
.500
G Co.
.. :.2
1
1
.333
M Co.
1
2
_ .3
.333
3
1
2
Band . ..
Group III:
Pet.
Team
Played W
.1000
Faculty
:3
3
.800
Brks. 7
4
3
.500
Lucky C. .. ..2
1
.333
Spartans .. . 3
1
.000
Sharec. .. _.2
0
.000
Brks. 8 - _ 3
0
Group IV:
Pet.
Team
Played W
.1000
Mil. Dept. .: 1
1
Clemsonians 3
2
.667
.667
Brks. 5 .. .3
2
.500
Trgks 10 .. _2
1
.000
Nueps .. .. ..1
0
.000
Brks. 2
3
0

NOTICE

MEMBERSHIP LAGGING
The present Iptay membership
■-;- -, the ^or"! of which is 5,000
members, is slowly beginning to
■ ■ the nresen1 time, the
memberships were coming in very
. (,!ii..!.! '. out in the last week
i or so they have dropped off, eonsiderably. Mr. Walt Tiiley has
asked that all present members
try to get new people interested
in the Iptay organization,
and,
in this wav. hoiij t« reacn
uie
new high that has been set for
Iptay memberships.
To date
there are a little over 3,200 members, but that is a long way from
five thousand.
Mr. Tiiley and Coach McMillan
helped to organize another Clemson Club in Dillon, S. C, last
Friday, April 22. There were approximately fifty people present
at a turkey supper, and after the
supper films of the Boston College vs. Clemson and the Gator
Bowl game were shown. Mr. Tilley was well pleased with the response.

Coach Bob Jones' high riding
Clemson golfers took their sixth
victory of the season Saturday at
Boscobel.
Citadel was the victim' of the linksters this time, losing by a 14 to 4 score. Earlier
in the year, the Tig par-busters
had walloped the Charleston Cadets at the city by the sea..
Walker Inman, the Bulldog's
number one man,- won the only
Citadel victory of the day by defeating Stan Halliday 2 1-2 to 1-2.
Donnie McKinney continued his
winning ways by eking out a 2
to j win over citadel's Wiggins
Halliday and
m the next match.
McKinney defeated Inman
and
Wiggins by a margin of 2 1-2 to
i_2.

VJOM.YOUR RECIDIVISM WONT WIN VOUR
VARSITY LETTER AS MANAGER OF THE
BALL TEAM. THAT MEANS POP MAY GIVE
YOU A MERE LAGNIAPPE INSTEAD OF A
CONVERTIBLE FOR YOUR BIRTHDAY

TOM.WHEM'SMOKING LEAVES
YOUR THROAT RAW AND *
IT FEELS ON FIRE, ITS
TIME TO SWITCH TO PHILIP
MORRIS YOU'LL WANT TO
TACKLE THAT JOB WITH
NO CIGARETTE HANGOVER

m

WHENCE DOES THIS PUTATIVE
ILLNESS STEM ?
MY THROATS ON FIRE.
I FEEL AS IF I COULD
USE A FEBRIFUGE

A, THAT WAS A BRILLIANT
JOB OF SCHEDULINO HOME
GAMES. IT HASN'T GONE UNNOTICED, EITHER. YOURE A .
TOP CANDIDATE FOR.MANAGER

COULDN'T GIVE
>
ENOUGH PROLIXITV TO
THOSE REMARKS, COACHL,

IS OUR POP PROUD ' -\
OF TOM FOR WINNING
OUT AS MANAGER/ '<*■

Use These Words With Tongue in Cheek!
(Plan to use ONE every week!)
EUPHORIC (u-fo-ric)-Feeling "In the Groove"..
FEBRIFUGE (feb'-ri-fup-A "Fever Reliever".
>
LACHRYMATORY (lalc-ri.mci-to-ri)i-rCupTof
tears, not cheers.
LAGNIAPPE (lan-yap)-A trifling gift.
NO CIGARETTE HANGOVER- No stale smoked
, out taste; no tight dry feeling in your throat due . ■•
' to smoking.
PRIMOGENITOR (pri-mo-gen-i-tor) - Forebear;:
the "Check-book" to yoy.,
PROLEGOMENOUS (pro-leg-o'm-e-nus)
-Prefatory.
. ,. .. \
PROLIXITY (pro-lik-si-ti)-Long-winded. l'# \^
PUTATIVE (pu-ta-tiv) — Reputed,' supposed — it .
sez here., §
f
RECIDIVISM (re-sid-i-vism) — Falling back intoA
bad habits.
TONICITY tto-nis-i-ti)-Vigor, health..

IGARETTE HAN60VER
when yoy smoke

RR
1 MILLION MORE

That's the reason over 2 ^""" =5^"
Smokers SWITCHED to PHILIP MORRIS.
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The TIGER—*He Roars For Clemson A & W

THE HISTORY OF COTTON TEXTILES

No. 9 of a Series

By ANDREW L^PETERSEN

DRIT1SH manufacturers
*-* vainly sought to prevent
Americans from learning
the precious secrets of cotton textile manufacturing.
In spite of them, however.
Slater had introduced the
Arkwright frame to this
country and Lowell had
discovered the secret of the
power loom. Then William
Mowry, a young inventor,
deliberately went to England to study the "double
speeder," and upon his return successfully built this
new machine in Whipple's
Mill at Greenwich, N.Y.

Cotton Council Man
Is Visitor On Campus
Jack F. Criswell of the National Cotton Council was a visitor
at Clemson Monday night, April
25. He conferred with college officials regarding plans for the
forthcoming National Farm Mechanization Conference to be held
in Bennettsville next August.

Wigington Auto Parts Co.
Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
.VALHALLA PHONE 186

iSENj&UA trkxOi*IB.

Gocd year Tires, Batteries, Car and Home Appliances.
We are the Discount Store to AIL Clemson Students

CLEMSON
THEATRE

What Kind of Clothes Do YOU Wear?
By J. W. BRADFIELD

Thursday, April 28, 1949

PORTFACTSIN FOCUS

Would you go to church in
(Continued from Page 7)
shorts, to a formal dance in overalls, or in to report to Colonel vere possible to make it a little easier, but we have to make
Crosby with your shirt tail hang- t a little hard for we are limited to the amount of cigarettes
ing out? Why, heck no you vhich we can give away.
wouldn't. Those situations are
Shall we try again? Maybe someone will hit in this
preposterous and ludicrous; none
of us would care to be placed in veek.
such an embarrassing, unseemly
Below are listed two games. Here's what you do.
position. We are very careful,
vlerely
check the winners, then estimate the total score of
ordinarily, to avoid the public
censure and criticism which would the ball game; you need not state a specific score for each
be our lot in such circumstances. learn. We have a possibility of losing eight cartons of
stances.
America's finest cigarettes. You can win 'em. Remember
So what has the incongruous
ibat
each, student is allowed only one entry.
picture of a goose-bumply charac\pril
30—
(TOTAL SCORE
ter fumbling about in a pair of
purple panties to snag a non- CLEMSON (
DAVIDSON ( )
existent nickel for the collection
May
2—
plate got to do with >pure lil 'ole
FURMAN ( )
sweet conventional you? Believe XEMSON ( ) .
it or not, the simile is not as
All entries must be in at the Guard Room by 12 o'clock
odd as you might think.
Saturday, April 30.
To illustrate my point, which I
intend to get to sooner or later. hree to the day you graduate he would be polite to you; that is
isn't everyday life a sort oi md start job hunting. Not con- his business. But, what about your
church? Aren't the daily events sidering the pretty, intelligent job? Brother, "you ain't got none."
through which we pass akin tc *irl who gave you the air mysthe rows of pews, the people we eriously for a Furman Arts and
come in contact with capable of Sciences major; not considering
the same sort of critical appraisa'
FOR MOTHER
he E's and F's and D's '-those
that our shirtless, pantless, but. lasty English profs handed you,
faithful friend might endure as iraduation definitely puts you
he sneaked down the aisle? Well. up a notch in the world. You
ON MAY 8
I think so, at least, and I am con- start thinking of salaries up in the
cerned about the "clothes" thafnicer
digiK
you land an
nicer digits.
some of the Clemson congregation view; dress up fit fo km. shine.
is wearing. ■
j polish; comb until you are sar- GIVE HER
The "clothes" that mark an in- ; torially perfect. The diploma is
tellig*ent, well-bred, successful a guarantee that you have learnperson in the halls of human so- ed somewhat more than the
ciety is the manner in which he ' average man about your particCHOCOLATES
writes and speakes. (Aha, the j ular profession, your appearance
point!) With the possible excep- | testifies to your personal habits; The World Famous SAMPLER
tion of the impeccable Dr. Green, employers are always eager to
none of us apply our noses to the hire college men because it is
intellectual grindstone dressed as for their own well-being to do
if Mr. Waite were Doris Day or so. In other words you've "got
Captain Smith were Hedy Lamarr. it made."
On the contrary, we participate in
That's what you think! The
each activity garbed in the clothes man who hires you probably
most suited to the task at hand; went to college too. He knows
overalls for "heat and beat," a your limitations better than you.
suit for public speaking, a pair of He realizes that even • if you are
trunks for tennis. However, we a human calculating machine or
dress pretty much alike, don't we? mechanical wizard that there is
i ib. ?2.00
No one wears a tux to lab, at one element still necessary for
2 lbs. $4.00
least if he's sober; no one stands you to be an asset to his organiin the thumbing line in his paja- zation. He knows that more than And othtr Whitman's Assortments
mas, unless he expects to get a half of success depends upon a
ride in one of those Twin-Bed man's selling what he knows to
Nashes; no, whatever we do as a other people. So he reads your
group, we wear the same type of application;' suppose you wrote
costume invariably. But in this it the same manner in which
little business of life, some of us you wrote that term theme that
look mighty, mighty sloppy in the came back with all of those ugly
"clothes" we wear.
red marks on it. He asks you
"I ain't got no mail!" If that questions in the intelligent man108 N. Main St.
phrase were purple shorts, the ner that has gained him his poPost Office would look like an sition of employer; suppose you
animated page from the men's use the same language you fondly
ANDERSON
underwear section of the Sears believe to be English while you
Roebuck catalog. Yes sir, with were in school. Well, I'm sure
Clemson men that sentence is usec'
two to one. Just listen one da:
to some nattily - attired s p o r
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
checking his mail before heading
home to give the girls a break
he thinks he's a page from EsCOX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
quire, but his tongue has on ;
COOKIES
pair of "unmentionables" everytime he opens his mouth.
Now that is only one example
of the' sort of intellectual haberEasley, South Carolina
dashery that soma of the "country
gentlemen" parade before the
world. The dunce caps of profanity, the broken shoe laces of
ignorance of basic principles of
sentence structure, the soiledMAKE THE
shirts of poor vocabularies, and
the ragged coats of the inability
CALHOUN HOTEL
to express themselves, constitute
the apparel of far too many Clemson men.
Your Headquarters
In one of the English classrooms, there is a' motto written
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager
Anderson, S. C.
on the blackboard which to my
mind both summarizes the reasons
for a lot of the apparent illiteracy,
present about the campus«andpresents a formula to cure this
insidious "social disease." Those;
words are: "The elevator to success is not running; 4'ake the
STONE BROTH ERS
stairs." I'm afraid that too many
students wait for an elevator to
education that is non-existsntCIVILIAN & MILITARY CLQTHES
except in their own imaginations.
The paths to the meadow of coherent, correct, intelligent speaking and writing are fairly steep
Complete Outfitters to Men,
ones for students who have nevei
done much of that sort of climbYoung Men, and Students
ing, but from personal experience
and the example of thousands
■who have successfully trod them
before, I feel certain that the
108 N. Main Street
paths are not only accessible, bin
well defined and graded in the
GREENVILLE, S. O.•v
courses offered here. The "Stairs'
are there; the climbing is up to
you.
Let's jump a year or two or

GI loans totaled $1,645,397 by
January 1949, the Veterans Administration said. About 90 per
Meets Winter Home
cent, or $1^378,793 were for
Last Tuesday night the old and homes; 53,780 for farms, and 112,new executive boards of the 824 for businesses.
Clemson Little Theater held a
ESQUIRE SHOPS FOR MEN
joint meeting at the home of Pro^SUMMER
fessor and Mrs. James P. Winter.
Prior to the meeting Mrs. WinSPECIALS
ter and Elizabeth McGarity served
a buffet supper in the basement
Bold Look Shirts
of the Winter's home.
During the meeting plans for
$2.95
the coming year were discussed,
and it was decided that the group
Bathing Trunks
remain -active during the Summer
term. The boards also heard a
in
reading of the revised constituRed,
Green,
Yellow,
tion.

Little Theater Board

Fri.-Sat., April 29, 30

"Red Canyon"

POP QUIZ

DIGGING

White Shirts
$1.79

"Take Me Out to
the Ball Game"

J. I. NEWTON
Phone 6801

-

Clemson

SENECA, S. C.

McLEES BROS.
JEWELERS

$250.00
Plus valuable prizes from
local merchants

$3.95

218 N. Main—7 W. Wash.
Greenville

PHONE 791

Cash Prize Now

LET US DO YOUR

ESQUIRE
Shops for Men

C & W HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY

Saturday ONLY 8 p. m.

Mon.-Tues., May 2, 3

Visit Our Shoe Dept.

"YOUB FRIENDLY STORE"

with. Ann Blyth,
George Brent

Grey

We Dig Cellars, Grade,
Level and Sow Yards
We Break and Harrow
Garden Land

and Personnel.

starring Esther Williams,
Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly.

SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

THE FABRIC IS THE SOUL
OF THE SUIT

BOTANY 500

Wed.-Thurs., May 4, 5

Suits for Men

"No Minor Vices"

BAILES-McCRACKEN CO.

with Dana Andrews

Seneca

ESQUIRE SHOPS FOR MEN

•'My cigarette is
Chesterfield
because they're
so MILD."

SMITH'S
DRUGS

STARRING IN

// '

"ALIAS NICK BEAL

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
\

\

\

COX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.

WcM^'^.
ga

V

*

"I smoke Chesterfields

"NH0Gt/reMaDER-MUCH^

ches,erfie,ds

ST^-

*

„.„. VnilDQ Tur Mil nPD ninAncTTC i M0RE C0LLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS
IVlAKt TUUlXJ IHt 111! LUC If CIGARETTE f THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE-BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY
"CefjWibi UW, ton ft

MYUU TOBACCO CO

